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ABSTRACT

Design of Reinforced Concrete Seals for Underground Coal Mines

RAJAGOPALA REDDY KALLU

The conventional ‘full-scale’ explosion test for seal evaluation is expensive and time consuming. Therefore, alternative methodologies must be developed for the design of mine seals to meet the new MSHA design standards. This dissertation employed advanced explicit finite element code, ABAQUS, to develop reinforced concrete (RC) seal models for addressing various design parameters related to the RC seal design.

Firstly, using back analysis of structural data available from NIOSH full-scale explosion tests on RC seals, a suitable RC seal model was developed with a proper concrete constitutive material. Secondly, the optimum rebar parameters such as rebar diameter, and vertical and horizontal spacing for reinforcing the concrete seal were determined. Thirdly, parametric analysis using the model with the optimum rebar parameters was performed. The parameters analyzed included entry height, entry width, surrounding rock strength, seal-rock/coal interface strength. A total of about 280 computer models were run. And finally, a RC seal design chart was developed for typical entry dimensions by analyzing the results of the numerical models.

Entry height is the dominating factor in RC seal design, whereas entry width has little effect. The tensile failure of concrete material on the outby surface of the seal dominates the seal failure mechanism. The reinforced steel rebars resist the high tensile stresses that may develop near the surface of the seal and prevent further tensile failure in the concrete material. It was also observed that simple tensile cracks in the concrete material on the surface of the seal do not significantly influence the overall stability of the seal. Various factors, such as, weighted average damage factor (WADF), tensile failure in the concrete, maximum lateral displacements, and axial forces in the steel rebars have been used to quantitatively assess the adequacy of the seal design.

This work also showed that various factors such as concrete constitutive behavior, roof-to-floor convergence, surrounding rock constitutive behavior, and explosion loading nature significantly influence the seal design. A very small amount of convergence on the seal could actually double the capacity of the seal, and this positive influence of convergence is valid only within certain limits. A weak surrounding rock deforms significantly under the rebar loading and could not provide sufficient anchorage for the seal, causing the concrete to fail extensively. It was shown in this dissertation that explosion pressures with instantaneous rise time and maintained for longer durations at peak values significantly influence the seal stability.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION

Seals are constructed in underground coal mines to isolate the abandoned mining areas from active mining areas. The primary purpose of these seals is to prevent an explosion which may occur in the atmosphere on one side of the seal from propagating to the other side of the seal. It should also be able to prevent potentially explosive or toxic gases from leaking, or migrating to the active mining areas, or the ventilating air from leaking into the sealed areas. The Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 (Coal Act), the predecessor to the existing MINER Act, first recognized that mine operators must seal abandoned and isolated areas of underground coal mines with “explosion proof bulkheads” that are to be constructed with “solid, substantial and incombustible materials” for the protection of miners’ safety.

1.1 STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW

1.1.1 Recent Developments in Seal Design Regulations

The recent explosions that occurred in the U.S. coal mining industry, and resulted in many fatalities, have changed the seal construction requirement in underground coal mines in the U.S. The Sago mine accident which occurred on January 2\textsuperscript{nd} 2006 in Upshur County, West Virginia caused twelve fatalities. Later in the same year on May 20\textsuperscript{th} another explosion happened at Darby No. 1 mine which resulted in five fatalities. The subsequent detailed accident investigations into these incidents by the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) revealed that, in both cases, the failure of the seals to withstand the explosion pressures generated in the sealed off area due to a methane air explosion was the main cause of the catastrophes. MSHA also reported that the explosion pressures generated in these accidents were much higher than the designed capacity of the mine seals. The failed seals in both mines were constructed with the same approved alternative (other than the standard solid concrete block seals) seal material for a 20 psi seal, but none of these seals were constructed in the same manner as they were constructed for testing at the Lake Lynn experimental mine (30 CFR Part 75).
Immediately following these underground coal mine disasters, in June 2006, MSHA issued a moratorium on the use of alternative methods and materials for new seal construction and restricted new seal construction to the standard Mitchell-Barrett solid concrete block design, Program Information Bulletin (PIB) No. P06-11 to 14. MSHA also recognized the fact that, from accident investigations and previous experience, the magnitude of the explosion pressures that can develop in sealed areas due to methane or coal dust explosions is much higher than the 20 psi design standard. Subsequently, on July 19th, 2006, MSHA issued another Program Information bulletin (PIB), No. P06-16, in which it increased the design standard for mine seals to 50 psi from the previous 20 psi standard. These new guidelines also required new alternative seal designs to be designed and certified by a professional engineer who has knowledge in structural engineering. MSHA also addressed a number of other issues related to the construction and effectiveness of the existing alternative and solid concrete block seals. Further, MSHA closely reviewed the history of seals in the U.S. and abroad and concluded that currently most coal producing countries have coal mine seal requirements that are in excess of 20 psi.

To ensure the safety of miners working underground, the U.S. Congress passed the Mine Improvement and New Emergency Response Act (the MINER Act) in 2006. Section 10 under this act requires MSHA to increase the seal design standard by the end of 2007. In response to the MINER Act, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) engineers recommended a three-tiered explosion design criteria for new seals in coal mines in a draft report, “Explosion Pressure Design Criteria for New Seals in U.S. Coal Mines”, published on February 8th, 2007 (Zipf et al., 2007). The report provides a sound scientific and engineering justification for the proposed new design standards. The report also states that “successful implementation of the seal design criteria and recommendations in this report should reduce the risk of seal failure due to explosions in abandoned areas of underground coal mines”.

In their work, NIOSH engineers examined seal design criteria and practices used in the U.S., Europe and Australia. They also considered various kinds of explosive atmospheres that can accumulate within the sealed areas and used simple gas explosion models, AutoReaGas and FLACS, to estimate worse case explosion pressures that could develop in the sealed areas.

Based on the investigations of the recent mine explosions, the recommendations from the NIOSH draft report, MSHA’s in-mine seal evaluations, and other reports, MSHA issued an Emergency Temporary Standard (ETS) on sealing of abandoned areas on May 22nd, 2007, under 101(b) of Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 to comply with the requirements of the MINER Act. Similar to the NIOSH report recommendations, the ETS established a three-tiered approach for explosion overpressure loading criteria applicable to new seals: (i) 50 psi overpressure (ii) 120 psi overpressure and, (iii) an overpressure greater than 120 psi.

On April 18th, 2008, MSHA published the Final Rule on sealing of abandoned areas which is similar to the ETS but with revision. In developing this final rule, MSHA considered the investigation reports of the Sago and Darby mine explosions, implementation and enforcement experience under the ETS, MSHA’s in-mine seal evaluations and review of technical literature, the 2007 NIOSH draft and final Reports on ‘Explosion Pressure Design Criteria for Seals’, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer’s (USACE) draft report, accident reports, research studies, public comments, hearing transcripts and supporting documentation from all segments of the mining community. The final rule includes requirements for seal strength, design, construction, maintenance and repair of seals, and monitoring and control of atmospheres behind seals in order to reduce the risk of seal failure and the risk of explosions in abandoned areas of underground coal mines (30 CFR Part 75).

1.1.2 Seal Design Standards under the Final Rule (30 CFR Part 75.335(a))

The final rule requires that the seals constructed in underground coal mines after October 20th 2008 be designed, constructed and maintained in accordance with the provisions of the final rule. The final rule, like the ETS, follows a three-tiered approach with the additional requirements that the seal designs must resist explosions of specific duration and intensity.
The explosion pressure duration and intensity is characterized in the given pressure-time curves.

The final rule requires that seals withstand at least 50 psi overpressure when the atmosphere in the sealed area is monitored and maintained inert and should be designed using a pressure-time curve with an instantaneous rise time and that the minimum pressure must be maintained for at least four seconds and then released instantaneously (Figure 1.1 (a)). Monitored seals, constructed to separate the active longwall panel from the previously mined longwall panel must be designed using a pressure-time curve with overpressure rising to at least 50 psi in 0.1 second and that the minimum pressure be maintained (Figure 1.1 (b)).

Seals should withstand overpressures of at least 120 psi if the atmosphere in the sealed area is not monitored and is not maintained inert and should be designed using a pressure-time curve with an instantaneous rise time and that the minimum pressure must be maintained for at least four seconds and then released instantaneously (Figure 1.2 (a)). Unmonitored seals constructed to separate the active longwall panel from the previously mined longwall panel must be designed using a pressure-time curve with overpressure rising to at least 120 psi in 0.25 second and that the minimum pressure be maintained (Figure 1.2 (b)).

Seals should withstand more than 120 psi overpressure if the atmosphere in the sealed area is not monitored and is not maintained inert, and either (i) the atmosphere in the sealed area is likely to contain homogeneous mixtures of methane between 4.5 percent and 17.0 percent and oxygen exceeding 17.0 percent throughout the entire area; or (ii) pressure piling could
result in overpressures greater than 120 psi in the sealed area; or (iii) other conditions such as the likelihood of a detonation in the sealed area are encountered.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1.2** 120 psi design pressure-time curves for unmonitored sealed areas that are not maintained inert

MSHA also considered NIOSH’s 640 psi seal design standard, but due to the absence of empirical and other related data supporting the existence of conditions in underground coal mines that necessitates use of seals that can withstand more than 120 psi explosion pressure, MSHA could not specifically recommend a 640 psi strength requirements for seals. According to the final rule, mine operators must evaluate the atmosphere of the area to be sealed and determine when higher pressure seals should be used and at what strength.

### 1.1.3 Mine Seal Applications (Zipf, et al., 2007)

When an area of an underground coal mine is mined out, mine operators usually choose to isolate the abandoned area by constructing seals. Seals, when constructed appropriately, can withstand potential explosion pressures generated from ignition of methane or coal dust, and can also prevent leakage of potential explosive or toxic gases into the active mine workings. They also help control the methane in the mined-out areas, and thus reduce the risk of a methane explosion. Continued ventilation of the abandoned areas in most cases proves costly and diverts the fresh ventilating air from reaching the productive areas. Large mined-out areas, if not sealed, are required to be properly ventilated, inspected, and maintained. According to MSHA there are over 13,000 seals installed in the active coal mines in the U.S.
Mine seals have various applications depending on the situations in which they are constructed. Based on the location of the seals with reference to mining layout, they are divided into three different categories: panel seals, district seals and cross-cut seals. In each application, seal design engineers should consider all the factors that influence the performance of the seals such as explosion loading potential, roof-to-floor convergence, and air leakage potential. Explosion loading potential depends mainly on the volume and geometry of the sealed-out area. Large sealed volumes with longer propagation distances can lead to higher gas and dust explosion pressures. The roof-to-floor convergence potential depends mainly on the proximity of the seals to the mined-out areas and time. Seals constructed close to the fully extracted longwall or room and pillar panels would experience more damage from the excessive convergence. The air leakage potential depends mainly on the ventilation system pressure differential as well as on the damage to the seal and surrounding rock caused by the convergence loading.

**Panel seals** are usually the primary application of seals in room-and-pillar mining or in longwall mining. These seals are constructed to isolate the fully extracted individual room and pillar panels or longwall panels. In room-and-pillar mining, panel seals are constructed in every entry leading to or exiting the panel (Figure 1.3). In the case of longwall panels, panel seals are usually constructed on both ends of the tailgate side (Figure 1.4). Panel seals usually experience high explosion pressures because of the long open entries left behind the seals which may lead to large accumulations of methane gas. Panel seals experience moderate levels of convergence and leakage.

**District seals** are the most common application of seals in room-and-pillar or longwall mining. These seals are constructed to isolate a group of fully extracted panels from the ventilation system (Figures 1.3 and 1.4). These seals can be subjected to very large explosion pressures due to the large volume of open entries left behind the seals and the long run up distances. These seals experience low roof-to-floor convergence and moderate leakage owing to high ventilation pressure differential.

Finally, **cross-cut seals** are usually constructed in the crosscuts of longwall gateroads for immediate sealing of the panel (Figure 1.4). In the present regulations, cross-cut seals are called ‘gob isolation’ seals. Coal seams highly prone to spontaneous heating require the
immediate construction of cross-cut seals, soon after the longwall face passes the cross-cut, for limiting the oxygen supply to the mined-out area. The open area behind these seals is small, making the potential volume of explosive mix and the explosion loading potential also small. The cross-cut seals are subjected to high convergence because of their close proximity to the mined-out area and experience high leakage potential due to the damage from high convergence.

While designing mine seals for application in various situations, every design engineer should identify all potential influential parameters and select the seal materials and design methods accordingly.

Figure 1.3 Typical layout of room-and-pillar mine: Typical locations for district and panel seals, (Zipf et al., 2007)
Figure 1.4 Typical layout of longwall mining with immediate panel sealing: Typical locations for district, panel, and crosscut seals, (Zipf et al., 2007)
1.1.4 Seal Design Practices

Prior to the issue of Program Information Bulletin P06-16 in July 2006, Federal coal mine safety regulations (30 CFR 75.335) required mine operators to construct seals underground that can withstand explosion overpressures of at least 20 psi. The 20 psi seal design standard first came into effect from a 1992 rule change to CFR 30 Part 75.335(a) (2). The seals were required to be constructed of solid, substantial and incombustible material so that an explosion occurring on one side will be prevented from propagating to the other side.

The 1921 regulation for sealing connections between coal mines on U.S. Government-owned land requires that stoppings withstand a pressure of 50 psi. This regulation was based on the general assumption of men experienced in mine-explosion investigations (Rice et al., 1931). In the U.K. commissions investigating disasters that occurred in 1933 and 1960 reported that “… it is desirable in designing explosion proof bulkheads to assure that the pressures of 20 to 50 psi may develop … and that the figure of 50 psig gives a good margin of safety in practice”. In Poland and Germany, authorities decided that bulkheads should withstand at least 72 psi explosion pressure (Zipf et al., 2007).

In 1971, Mitchell reported in his work titled “Explosion-proof bulkheads – Present practices” that researchers conducted studies for the first time in 1914 in the Bureau’s experimental coal mine on how to protect sealed areas from explosions originating in the active mining areas. In these studies, rock-dust barriers on both faces of a weak stopping effectively limited the propagation of flame into the sealed area even though the stoppings were destroyed (Rice et al., 1922). Further studies, reported in 1930, resulted in the design of concrete bulkheads for sealing abandoned areas. These concrete bulkheads were constructed from cement, sand and aggregate (1:2:4 mix), water, and six reinforcement bars per cubic foot of bulkhead. Researchers, in 1968, in the U.K. and Germany developed gypsum bulkheads which withstood 215 psi explosion pressure and failed at 260 psi pressure in explosion trials (Genthe, 1968). The word ‘seal’ was referred as bulkhead in those days.

Mitchell (1971) reported that “in the Bureau’s experimental mine, propagating explosions have developed from 1 to 120 psi pressure, and in a few trials pressure piling caused higher, unrecordable pressures and considerable damage”. He also noted that explosion pressures
seldom exceeded 20 psi 60 m (200 ft) from the origin of the explosion. Mitchell concluded that a seal may be considered “explosion proof” when its construction is adequate to withstand a static load of 20 psi, provided that the area to be sealed contains sufficient incombustible material to abate the explosion hazard in that area and that adequate incombustible material is maintained in the adjoining open passageways. This 20 psi explosion pressure later became the design standard in the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969.

Mitchell also indicated from his research that a seal designed to withstand a given static load will have a considerable margin for safety should it be subjected to a greater dynamic load. An explosion pressure pulse of high pressure and short duration would be less destructive than one in which pressure is lower and continuously rising.


A. Seal Design Technology

Prior to 1990, seals were extensively constructed in underground coal mines with solid concrete blocks and mortar. These seals have been shown to withstand explosion pressures exceeding 40 psi and meet the requirements of seals construction laid out in 30 CFR Part 75.329-2 (Stephan, 1990). However, other types of seal materials such as: cementitious foam, wood, innovative light weight blocks, or rock are also available for use in underground coal mines, but their use was very much limited.

MSHA’s Industrial safety division (ISD) worked with the former Bureau of Mines (BOM) to determine suitable characteristics for the design and performance of underground coal mine seals. The former Bureau of Mines has performed full-scale explosion testing of a number of seals at its Lake Lynn Experimental Mine (LLEM). Prior to 1990, the Bureau of Mines conducted many full-scale explosion tests on solid-concrete block seals of various
construction and design. Most concrete block seals tested were proven to be inadequate to serve the intended purpose except for the standard 16 inch thick concrete block seal with mortared joints and with a center pilaster hitched to the ribs and floor (Stephen, 1990) (At that point in time, full-scale tests on other types of seal construction materials were underway or planned for the future).

Beginning in 1992, seals constructed from alternative materials were permitted in underground coal mines provided they could withstand an explosion overpressure of at least 20 psi. These alternative seals are constructed from a variety of materials such as: cementitious foam, Omega blocks, wood, HeiTech pumpable bags, etc.

**B. Seals Constructed for 20 psi Design Standard**

A variety of seals were approved and constructed in underground coal mines in the U.S. Zipf et al. (2008) organized the seal structures into six categories, based on the materials used for construction, in an effort to document all available structural data relevant to full-scale explosion tests conducted by NIOSH at Lake Lynn experimental mine during the period 1997 through 2008.

1. Concrete like materials with steel reinforcement
2. Pumpable cementitious materials
3. Solid concrete block seals
4. Polymer and aggregate materials
5. Wood crib block seals
6. Light weight blocks

*Cementitious foam with steel reinforcement*: These seals are usually constructed with concrete or concrete-like material such as shotcrete or gunite with internal steel reinforcement. A skeleton of steel bars laid out vertically and horizontally and tied to the rebars grouted into the roof, floor and/or ribs. Reinforcement wire mesh is also used to strengthen the seal. Concrete or concrete like materials are pumped to fill the steel structure. There are essentially two varieties of concrete seals available, the 3D seal marketed by
Precision Mine Repair and the Meshblock seal marketed by R.G. Johnson Company (Figures 1.5 and 1.6)

Figure 1.5 Meshblock seal under construction (Zipf et al., 2008)

Figure 1.6 Insteel 3D seal under construction showing the rear insteel panel with stayfoam backing (Zipf et al., 2008)

Pumpable cementitious materials: These seals are constructed using cementitious materials without any steel reinforcement and without the need for hitching into the floor or ribs. Friction between the seal and the surrounding rock plays a major role in holding the seal in place. These seals can take a significant amount of roof-to-floor convergence without losing much of their strength. These seals include the Tekseal manufactured by Minova, Inc. and
the Celuseal manufactured by R.G. Johnson Company. Tekseal and Celuseal are both lightweight and non-combustible cement-based products and can produce different compressive strengths with different formulations. Construction of these seals is very simple, and only requires continuous mixing of cementitious powder, water and air and then pumping between the form walls. NIOSH reports by Greninger et al. (1991), Weiss et al. (1993, 1996, and 2008) and Sapko et al. (2005) provide more details on the construction of these seals. Refer to Figure 1.7 for illustration of the design.

Other variation of cementitious material seal are Ribfill seal, Rockfast seal and HeiTech column Bag Pumpable seal made by HeiTech Corporation. Refer to NIOSH reports by Weiss et al. (2002) and Sapko et al. (2003) for more details. Refer to Figure 1.8 for illustration.

Figure 1.7 Schematic diagram of pumpable cementitious seals with no steel reinforcement and no hitching (Zipf et al., 2008)
Solid concrete block seals: These seals are articulated structures made from concrete blocks bonded together with mortar, or dry stacked, with or without hitching into the floor or ribs, with or without a center pilaster. Most important of these seals are the standard concrete block seals or the Mitchell-Barrett seals and the Packsetter bag seals. Standard concrete block seals are constructed from concrete blocks measuring 6 in. by 8 in. by 16 in. stacked with mortar between the joints, with a center pilaster and hitched into the floor and ribs to a depth of approximately 6 in. (Figure 1.9). Packsetter bag seals are similar to the standard concrete blocks seals except that pressurized packsetter bags supplied by Strata Products (USA) are used in place of conventional hitching into the floor and ribs (Figure 1.10). NIOSH reports by Greninger et al. (1989, 1991), Weiss et al. (1993, 1996), and Sapko et al. (2005) provide additional details on the construction of the standard solid-concrete block seals.
Polymer and aggregate materials: These seals are constructed using a mixture of two-component polyurethane foam and crushed limestone aggregate. This mixture is used to fill the space between two stoppings constructed from hollow concrete blocks separated by about 18 inches. The MICON 550 is the only seal of this type available, manufactured by MICON. The NIOSH report by Weiss et al. (1996) provides more details on the construction of these seals (Figure 1.11).

Wood crib block seals: Wood crib type seals are generally used in deeper coal mines that experience excessive high roof and/or floor convergence, which results in premature, and at times catastrophic failure of more conventional type seal designs (Sapko et al., 2003). These seals are usually constructed from wood crib blocks of at least 36 in. long and measuring either 5 in. by 5 in. or 6 in. by 6 in. in cross-section, stacked horizontally with their length parallel to the ribs, with about 6 in. of hitching into the floor and ribs or the pressurized
packsetter bags are used in lieu of hitching (Figure 1.12). These wood cribs are nailed together if hitching into the floor and ribs is made, or glued if pressurized packsetter bags are used instead of hitching. Wood cribs require very little installation time compared to conventional concrete block seals.

![Figure 1.12 Wood crib seal design with packsetter bags (Sapko et al., 2003)](image)

*Light weight blocks:* These seals are constructed from light weight blocks called Omega blocks manufactured by Burrell Mining Products International. Omega blocks are noncombustible, glass-fiber reinforced blocks measuring 8 in. by 16 in. by 24 in. having a compressive strength ranging from 70 to 110 psi. A layer of BlocBond mortar manufactured by Quikrete Company is applied along the horizontal and vertical joints. Omega block seals are constructed with and without hitching (Figure 1.13).

![Figure 1.13 Omega block seal design and construction (Sapko et al., 2003)](image)
C. Seal Design and Approval Process

Prior to the issuance of PIB P06-16 mine seals were built to withstand explosion overpressure of 20 psi. A mine seal was considered adequate and approved for use in underground coal mines if it could sustain an explosion overpressure of at least 20 psi in a full-scale explosion test conducted at NIOSH Lake Lynn experimental mine. This “build-and-test” (Gadde et al., 2006) approach did not necessitate the development of engineering methodologies or design procedures.

D. Seal Evaluation Techniques

Prior to July 2007, the only method accepted by MSHA for evaluating seal design and performance was a full-scale explosion tests conducted within the multiple entries of Pittsburgh Research Laboratory’s (PRL) Lake Lynn Experimental Mine (LLEM), for deeming a seal design suitable for use in U.S. coal mines (Triebisch and Sapko, 1990). Starting in 1990, MSHA’s Industrial Safety Division worked with the former BOM to determine suitable characteristics for the design and performance of underground coal mine seals by conducting a large number of full-scale methane gas explosions in the entries of LLEM (Stephen, 1990).

Figures 1.14 and 1.15 show the layout of LLEM used for evaluating the design and performance of mine seals for compliance with 30 CFR. The LLEM is an abandoned limestone mine with entry size of about 7 ft high and about 20 ft wide. A wide range of seal designs constructed from a variety of materials mentioned in the previous section were tested at this facility. Most of the seals were constructed between B and C drifts. About a nine to ten percent methane-air mixture was ignited in a chamber at the closed end of the C drift to generate the explosion pressure. Each drift was installed with environmentally controlled data-gathering stations (Figure 1.14). Each data-gathering station houses a strain gauge pressure transducer for measuring the static pressure generated by the explosion and an optical sensor to detect flame arrival. Every tested seal was monitored with a Linear Variable Displacement Transducers (LVDT) for measuring the seal displacement at the center on the outby side. Many seal designs have withstood the required 20 psi explosion pressure, with little visual damage, but failed to comply with the subsequent post-explosion leakage criteria.
(Sapko et al., 2005). NIOSH research reports by Greninger et al. (1989, 1991) and Weiss et al. (1993, 1996, and 1999) discuss the details of LLEM explosion tests and results.

As this full-scale explosion testing for evaluation of mine seals is very elaborate, time-consuming and expensive, NIOSH researchers developed an alternative ‘Test Chamber Approach’ to better characterize the strength properties of mine seals and facilitate the in-situ testing of seals in an operating mine (Sapko et al., 2005). With the “Test Chamber
Approach”, NIOSH constructed two test chambers within the LLEM and one within the Safety Research Coal Mine (SRCM) with pneumatic, hydrostatic and methane-air explosion loading capabilities to study the static and dynamic responses of various mine seals. Figure 1.16 shows the schematic diagram of the test chamber design.

Test results from these chamber tests were used to compare the strength characteristics of the same type of seals tested under full-scale explosion tests at LLEM. Although many standard seal designs appeared to be mostly intact after the confined explosion within the chamber, some seals were later shown to be unable to properly limit the exchange of air from one side to the other (Sapko et al., 2005). The test chambers helped determine the leakage characteristics of seals after they were subjected to 20 psi pressure loading.

NIOSH also conducted test chamber explosion tests to determine the ultimate failure pressure of various seal designs. According to Sapko et al., (2005) this type of evaluation test using methane is intended only for controlled experimental research and not intended for use in coal mines.

Zipf et al., (2008) recently tried to document all the structural data available from the explosion tests conducted at this facility from 1997 through 2008 in a report titled “Compendium of Structural Testing Data for 20 psi Coal Mine Seals”.

Figure 1.16 Test chamber for pressure loading of seals with water, compressed air, and methane-air mixture ignition (Sapko et al., 2005)
E. Post PIB-P06-16 Seal Design

Recently developed regulations require the use of pressure-time curves stipulated in the 30 CFR for design of mine seals for 50 psi and 120 psi. Use of conventional full-scale explosion tests for evaluating mine seals for these new design standards may not be feasible. Generation of such high explosion pressures in experimental mines is dangerous and may cause permanent damage to the mine entries or testing facilities. Further, evaluation of seals constructed from different types of materials, for various mining conditions like entry size, roof convergence, and surrounding rock types, etc, may not be very practical with conventional methods discussed in Section 1.1.4(D), p. 17. Moreover, conditions that might exist in one site are likely to vary within a mine and between mines. It follows that design by full-scale testing in an experimental mine is not a practical way of ensuring the adequacy of structural seal design.

Considering these factors, there is a need for adopting new scientific methods and the use of engineering practices or structural dynamics principles for evaluation of new seal designs and for understanding the dynamic seal response. New design methodologies should be convenient, cheaper, faster, and more economical as compared to the full-scale explosion tests, and should also provide reliable designs.

In the U.S., some designers recently tried using various analytical and numerical methods for the design of mine seals. The application of analytical methods for the design of mine seals has been questioned by some designers (Gadde et al., 2007) because of the extremely simplifying assumptions made in the design process. In mid-2007, MSHA proposed 120 psi reinforced concrete (RC) seal designs based on analytical solutions but could not provide a detailed understanding on how the seal structure responds to the explosion loading.

Numerical methods have been successfully used by some researchers (Burke, 2003; Gadde et al., 2007; Kallu et al., 2007; Westman, 2007) for addressing various seal/stopping design issues. Numerical methods provide not only reliable seal designs but also provide a detailed understanding into the structural response of the seals to the explosion loading. In the recent past, numerical methods have gained much popularity and acceptance in their application to various structural designs across the world. The application of analytical and numerical
methods, for design of mine seals, and their limitations are discussed in detail in the following sections.
1.1.5 Principles of Dynamic Analysis

Two different methods are generally used either separately or concurrently in static analysis: one is based on the principle of equilibrium, and the other is based on principle of conservation of energy, i.e., based on work done and internal energy stored.

For the analysis of structures under dynamic loading, the same two methods are basically used with little changes. In dynamic loading, load changes rapidly with time and the acceleration velocity and the mass of the structure induces inertial forces in the structure. So ‘inertia’ (resistance) and ‘damping’ terms should also be considered in the equation of the equilibrium in dynamic analysis.

According to the principles of equilibrium, the dynamic analysis of any structure involves solution of the following second order differential equation for the entire structure:

\[ M y''(t) + C_d y'(t) + R(y(t)) = F(t) \]

(1.1)

where,

- \( M \) – equivalent or ‘lumped’ mass of the system,
- \( C_d \) – damping coefficient taken as 5 percent of the critical value, i.e., very lightly damped,
- \( y(t) \) – displacement of the mass as a function of time \( t \),
- \( y'(t) \) – velocity of the mass or first derivative displacement,
- \( y''(t) \) – acceleration of the mass or second derivative of displacement,
- \( R \) – structural resistance as a function of displacement \( y \),
- \( F(t) \) – structural load as a function of time, i.e., expected blast pressure history

The major differences between static and dynamic analysis are ‘inertia’ and ‘damping’ (Biggs, 1964). In a dynamic model, the loads change so fast that the mass of the structure induces inertial forces in the structures in addition to the normal static forces. In a static analysis the first two terms in the equation (1.1) are ignored. The term \( C_d \) in the equation
(1.1) represent damping of the structure. Every real structure has some internal natural mechanism in it to dissipate mechanical vibrations and eventually bring them down to zero. This energy dissipation effect is called damping and is generally represented in dynamic models by a viscous dashpot characterized by a parameter called the ‘damping ratio’ (Biggs, 1964).

As for the principles of conservation of energy, the work done must be equal to the sum of the kinetic energy and the strain energy in the structure.

\[ WD = KE + SE \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)

where,

\[ WD \] – work done

\[ KE \] – kinetic energy

\[ SE \] – strain energy

The strain energy in the above equation include both reversible elastic energy and irreversible plastic strain energy.

Thus, the difference between static and dynamic analysis of structures is the presence of inertial force in the equation of dynamic equilibrium, and kinetic energy in the equation of energy conservation. As both terms involve the mass of the structure, the mass of the structure becomes an important consideration in the dynamic analysis.

**Methods for solving dynamic equations of equilibrium**

In structural dynamics, there are several approaches available that can be successfully used for solving the dynamic equations of equilibrium. These approaches can be broadly classified into two different categories namely analytical solutions and numerical solutions.

**A. Analytical Solution**

An analytical solution is an exact mathematical expression for the solution to some differential equations and the boundary conditions that describe a system. Analytical solutions are intended for quick analysis of structures. For many partial differential equations
and ordinary differential equations, finding an analytical solution is difficult or impossible. In the case when an analytical solution cannot be obtained, numerical methods are typically applied to get an approximate solution.

For a given structure under dynamic load, solving the complete dynamic equations of motion analytically would be difficult, often times impossible. However, for most practical problems, this can be accomplished by simple appropriate assumptions.

**Dynamic equivalent system**

In most cases, a structure can be replaced by an idealized (or dynamically equivalent) system which behaves in nearly the same manner as the actual structure. A structure under analysis is divided into a number of concentrated masses joined together by weightless springs and subjected to concentrated loads which vary with time. This concentrated mass-spring-load system is defined as an equivalent dynamic system.

Although all structures possess many degree of freedom, one mode usually predominates in the response to short duration loads; thus, for all practical purposes, this one mode may be considered to define the behavior of the structure and the problem can be simplified by considering a single-degree-of-freedom system whose properties are those of the fundamental mode of the structures.

**Single-degree-of-freedom system (SDOF)**

A single-degree-of-freedom system is defined as one in which only one type of motion is possible. Typical example for such a system is shown in Figure 1.17

In reality, all structures possess more than one degree of freedom regardless of how simple their construction. However, many structures can be adequately represented by a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system for the purpose of a simple and quick analysis. Once the structure is divided into an equivalent SDOF model, the equations of dynamic equilibrium are written down and solved for the unknown parameters. The SDOF models typically provide the response of the structure at one point only, the center.
The accuracy of the computed deformation of the SDOF approximation depends on the assumed deflected shape and the resistance of the structure over time. The equivalent SDOF system is usually selected such that the deformation of the concentrated mass is the same as that for a significant point of the actual structure. The assumption of deflected shape establishes an equation relating the relative deflection of all points of the structure.

The procedure for determining an equivalent dynamic system is outlined in Chapter 3 of the U.S. Department of Army, the Navy and the Air Force design manual TM 5-1300 (1990). This manual contains the tabulated design or transformation factors used to convert the real system to an equivalent SDOF system.

**Wall Analysis Code (WAC) (Slawson, 1995)**

The WAC is an SDOF model developed for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Engineer Research and Development (ERDC), Structures Laboratory (Slawson, 1995). WAC was developed to provide an easy and quick solution for the response of typical walls subjected to blast loads. The WAC transforms the wall model to an equivalent SDOF model, calculates the actual and SDOF equivalent loads and solves the equation of motion, given in equation 4.1, to determine the response time history of a central point on the wall. Given the details of construction, including dimensions, material properties and support conditions, it can calculate the resistance function \( R(y) \), pressure-deflection) of a wall or, it can accept a user defined resistance functions based on experimental data.

Researchers at NIOSH (Zipf et al., 2007) recently used WAC for the design of mine seals. Also, engineers at MSHA Tech support used a SDOF model for evaluation of mine seal designs submitted by various suppliers and mine operators for approval for use in underground coal mines.
Despite the fact that SDOF models are extremely simple and relatively easy to use and have been validated for some common structures, many designers doubt the application of these models, in particular, for design of mine seals because of the following simple assumptions or limitations involved in the design process.

- Analytical solutions cannot provide an understanding of the basic seal response and failure mechanism
- Analytical solutions usually simplify the problem to a beam analysis, with simply supported or fully constrained
- Many factors, such as roof-to-floor convergence, interfaces or discontinuities, surrounding rock behavior, etc., that play an important role in the design of the actual structure are ignored by simple analytic solutions, or else the method uses very conservative assumptions.
- Analytical solutions usually provide only the central deflection of the structure, which alone is not sufficient for evaluating the structures

Design engineers should carefully consider the underlying simplified assumptions and limitations involved in the analytical solutions before applying these methods for the design of mine seals.

B. Numerical Solution

For many partial differential equations and ordinary differential equations, finding an analytical solution is difficult. In the case when an analytical solution cannot be obtained, numerical methods are applied to get an approximate but acceptable solution. In numerical solutions, partial differential equations are converted to simple linear forms that are much easier to solve.

Numerical solutions have gained much popularity for their application in the field of structural dynamics throughout the world. There are many numerical simulation codes based on continuum and discontinuum mechanics available for solving problems related to structural dynamics. Specific numerical codes are selected depending on the specific
requirements of the design analysis. In particular reference to mine seal design, numerical solutions offer numerous advantages which include:

- Numerical solutions provide a better understanding of seal response to the explosion loading and seal failure mechanism
- Complicated seal geometries can be modeled
- Interfaces or discontinuities can be represented explicitly in the models
- The effect of roof-to-floor convergence, surrounding rock behavior, mining induced loading, etc., can be considered in the seal design process
- Can accommodate any type of explosion loading history
- Provides cost-effective means for parametric analysis in identifying the key parameters in the seal design
- Convenient, economic, provides reliable designs and saves a lot of time compared to full-scale explosion tests

Besides offering numerous advantages, numerical solutions also have some limitations. Numerical models require a lot of input data which may not be readily available in many instances, forcing designers to make some assumptions that may influence the reliability of the designs. Further, numerical codes require expertise in their application to structural design problems and also take significant amount of computer resources and time. They are not intended for use by untrained novices.
1.2 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

The current 120 psi seal design and evaluation practices are mostly based on simple analytical solutions. Applicability of these analytical solutions is very much limited because of the simple assumptions or limitations involved in the design process (refer to section 1.1.5(A), p. 23). So there is a need for developing a reliable methodology and design criteria for addressing the seal design issues.

Scope

This dissertation mainly focuses on the design of reinforced concrete seals for 120 psi explosion pressure with instantaneous rise time, for sealing abandoned areas of coal mines. The three dimensional finite-element based program, ABAQUS, is used as a tool for design of the 120 psi reinforced concrete seals. This work also provides an in-depth analysis of how the reinforced concrete structures respond to the dynamic explosion pressure loading, and discusses the failure mechanism of the seal structures under these loading conditions. Full-scale explosion test results obtained from NIOSH’s Lake Lynn Experimental Mine tests on reinforced structures are used for validation of the numerical models. Finally various other factors, such as explosion loading nature, roof-to-floor convergence etc., that affect the performance of the reinforced concrete seals are also addressed in this dissertation.

Objective

Using 3-D finite element numerical analysis, this dissertation is to develop design criteria in the form of a design chart for the reinforced concrete seals subjected to 120 psi overpressure. The design criteria will consider the following factors:

1. Effect of concrete constitutive behavior, seal interaction with the surrounding rocks, and strength of the surrounding rocks.
2. Effect of rebar sizes and their vertical and horizontal spacing in reinforcing the concrete seal.
3. Effect of entry/crosscut dimensions.
Other factors such as roof-to-floor convergence, nature of explosion loadings, and multiple explosions on seal behavior will also be investigated.
Chapter 2 DESIGN METHODOLOGY

This dissertation employs a numerical simulation technique, because of the reasons stated in section 1.1.5(B), p. 26, for the design of reinforced concrete seals by solving the dynamic equations of equilibrium. Although, finding the exact solution to the equations of motion is extremely difficult, the numerical methods provide approximate but practically acceptable results.

2.1 Selection of appropriate numerical code

The most popular numerical simulation methods are the finite element and finite difference methods. There are numerous numerical codes based on these methods available for solving structural dynamics problems. One such finite element based explicit code, ABAQUS, is used in this research because of various inherent capabilities it offers for simulating reinforced concrete structures. ABAQUS has a plasticity-based constitutive model for effectively simulating the non-linear behavior of concrete material. This plasticity-based model can simulate concrete cracking, tension stiffening, shear capacity of cracked concrete, and concrete crushing in compression. ABAQUS also offers the unique capability of describing the constitutive behavior of the reinforcement steel bars independent of the concrete material. These special capabilities of ABAQUS make it a good choice for the design of reinforced concrete structures.

2.2 Factors Considered in RC Seal Design

A number of factors that affect the performance of the reinforced concrete seals are considered in this research. Numerical models can be effectively used for evaluating these factors and help identifying the key influential parameters in the mine seal design. Factors considered in the current study include:

- Nature of the explosion loading – The pressure-time curves prescribed in the 30 CFR are used for design of reinforced concrete seals to comply with the regulatory requirements. Further, a detailed study on the influence of the nature of the explosion loading i.e., static or dynamic and single or multiple explosions, is conducted separately to evaluate the response of the reinforced concrete seal.
• Roof-to-floor convergence – A high roof-to-floor convergence may induce heavy stresses in the seal structures and in some instances lead to failure of the seals. Previous research (Kallu et al., 2007) clearly indicated this phenomenon. The effect of convergence on RC seals for various entry dimensions will be investigated in detail in this work.

• Interaction of the roof, floor and coal interfaces with the seal structure – Shear strength along the seal-rock interfaces plays an important role in the stability of a mine seal. Higher shear strength along the interfaces provides an effective transfer of explosion loading pressure to the surrounding rock.

• Concrete constitutive behavior – A detailed study on the effect of the constitutive behavior of concrete on RC seal behavior is undertaken to establish an appropriate concrete model for use in the design of RC seals.

• Surrounding rock constitutive behavior – The strength and behavior of the surrounding rock also influences the design of RC seal in some instances.

2.3 Verification Cases

In every numerical simulation it is necessary to validate the results of the numerical models with standard physical test data or case studies, in order to have confidence in the results from future numerical models. Structural data available from NIOSH’s LLEM full-scale explosion tests on two reinforced concrete structures were used as validation data in this work. Recently, NIOSH published a report (Zipf et al., 2008), ‘Compendium of structural testing data for 20 psi coal mine seals’, which presented all of the structural data available from explosion tests of 20 psi mine seals or ventilation stoppings that were conducted during the period 1997 through 2008 at LLEM. This report presents data on 52 different structures. However, only two structures meet the reinforced concrete seal criteria. Further, no other full-scale explosion test data are available in the U.S. except the above mentioned explosion tests data by NIOSH.

These explosion tests provide details on seal construction and material types, explosion loading history, lateral displacement-time history at the center of the seal, and ‘pass’ or ‘fail’
condition of the seals after the explosion tests. The complete details on the full-scale explosion tests on reinforced concrete seals, the verification cases, and the modeling results are presented in Chapter 5.

2.4 Parametric Analysis

Before attempting to do the actual reinforced concrete seal design, various other parameters involved in the design process are needed to be optimized first. For this purpose, a detailed parametric analysis was conducted on the following parameters. While conducting parametric analysis on one particular parameter, appropriate values were assumed carefully for other parameters. The parameters considered were:

- Vertical rebar spacing
- Vertical rebar size
- Horizontal rebar spacing
- Horizontal rebar size
- Seal-rock/coal interface strength
- Concrete constitutive model

2.5 Development of Design Guidelines

There are no engineering guidelines developed so far for judging the stability of the seal structures other than that the seal should be sufficient to handle the prescribed explosion loading. In the past, most of the seal designs were approved by MSHA based on the full-scale explosion test results that were conducted at LLEM of NIOSH. In structural dynamics, where analytical solutions are used, designers consider 1° maximum allowable rotation angle (figure 2.1) for judging the stability of reinforced concrete structures subjected to blast loads. Guidelines for the use of WAC also suggest a 1° rotation angle (θ) to provide a ‘medium level of protection’.

This work will develop appropriate design guidelines for judging the stability of the reinforced concrete seals subjected to explosion pressure loading. Further, findings from the verification models are compared with the observations made during the full-scale explosion tests on mine seals to develop more realistic design criteria.
Figure 2.1 Schematic showing the seal rotation angle
Chapter 3 MATERIAL MODELS

3.1 Surrounding Rock Strata

The immediate roof and floor rocks and coal are modeled using the Drucker-Prager model. Deformation prior to yielding is assumed to be linear elastic governed by the elastic parameters $E$ and $\nu$. The modified Drucker-Prager plasticity model in ABAQUS is intended for geological materials that exhibit pressure-dependent yield. The model uses non-associated flow in the shear failure region. Figure 3.1 shows the modified Drucker-Prager yield surface in the shear failure region in the meridional plane (p-q), where ‘p’ indicates the hydrostatic stress and ‘q’ indicates the equivalent Von Mises stress.

![Shear failure surface](image)

Figure 3.1 Modified Drucker-Prager yield surface in the p-q plane

The geo-mechanical properties of the coal, immediate roof and floor rocks, and steel reinforcement bars (rebars) used in the models are given in Table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Rock</th>
<th>Coal</th>
<th>Steel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young’s Modulus (E), psi</td>
<td>$3e+06$</td>
<td>$3e+05$</td>
<td>$2.9e+07$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio ($\nu$)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density, lbs/ft$^3$</td>
<td>162.3</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction angle</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilation angle</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion (psi)</td>
<td>370 psi</td>
<td>163 psi</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield strength (psi)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>60,000 psi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Concrete Constitutive Behavior

Non-linear behavior of concrete is simulated with a uniaxial stress-strain curve with strain softening and tension stiffening (capacity of the intact concrete between neighboring cracks to carry a limited amount of tensile forces). The Plasticity-based concrete damage model available in ABAQUS is used to define the yield function and flow potential. This plasticity based constitutive model can simulate concrete cracking, tension stiffening, shear capacity of the cracked concrete, and concrete crushing in compression. The complete non-linear behavior of concrete material models in compression and tension are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

3.3 Steel Rebars

The steel rebar is assumed to behave as a bi-linear elastic-perfectly plastic material. A classical Von-Mises yield criterion with associated plastic flow is used in the modeling. Figure 3.2 shows the bi-linear elastic-perfectly plastic model for Grade 60 steel. The only reason to ignore the strain hardening behavior of steel is to make the models simple and more conservative. The steel rebars are modeled as beam elements embedded in the host concrete/rock elements. These rebars are embedded into the roof and floor to a distance of 2 ft in the simulation models.

Figure 3.2 Bilinear stress-strain model for Grade 60 steel

In order to avoid complex interaction of the rebars with the surrounding rock, rebars are assumed to be fixed to the surrounding strata. In other words, no slip/shear along the rebar-
rock interface is allowed. For all practical design purposes, the grouting length of the rebars should be determined based on the pull-out strength test results. It is believed that a 2 ft grout length is sufficient to ensure that the pull-out strength will be larger than the steel yield strength. The concrete and the internal steel rebar interaction is approximately considered in the modeling by tension stiffening of the concrete material model. Refer to Chapter 4 for complete details. Mechanical properties of the steel rebars are given in Table 3.1.

3.4 Seal-Rock/Coal Rib Interfaces

The interface between the reinforced concrete seal and the surrounding rock is modeled using the bi-linear Coulomb friction model with zero cohesion. Figure 3.3 shows the graphical representation of the Coulomb friction model with critical shear stress limit. According to this model, sliding will occur if the magnitude of the shear stress along the interface reaches a critical value, $\tau_{\text{max}}$, regardless of the magnitude of the contact pressure. The interface friction angle is selected the same as for the cement mortar interface ($58^\circ$).

![Figure 3.3 Coulomb friction model with critical shear stress limit](image)

3.5 General ABAQUS Model Description

Figure 3.4 shows the general construction details of the seal, rebars and the surrounding rock. Model geometry includes about 10 ft of roof, 10 ft of floor and about 10 ft of ribs as shown in the figure 3.4. Two sets of vertical and horizontal rebars (Grade 60 steel) are laid about 2.5 in. (cover distance) inside from both faces of the seal, in accordance with the guidelines suggested by the ACI (American Concrete Institute) for design of reinforced concrete structures.
The seal regulations require the seals to withstand explosions that may happen on either sides of the seal. Two sets of steel rebar on both faces of the seal enable the seal to withstand the high tensile forces that may develop in the seal from the possible explosion pressures on either side of the seal. These steel rebar are hosted in the concrete and are embedded into the roof and floor to a distance of 2 ft. To reduce the complexity associated with the embedded rebar simulation in the models, the rebars are assumed to be simply fixed to the roof and floor, i.e., no relative displacements are allowed between rebars and the rock.

After applying the appropriate initial and boundary conditions, interface properties, and constitutive behavior of materials the model is solved dynamically in two steps. In the first step, a very small amount of velocity (0.0004 in/sec) is applied for about 0.1 sec on the top face of the model to allow initialization of self weight of the structure. In the second step, explosion loading is applied on the inby face of the seal using the MSHA specified pressure-time curve and the model is solved for the prescribed amount of time. A number of predefined monitoring points are selected in the model to record the history of seal’s lateral displacements, seal response pressures, and axial forces in the rebar.

Figure 3.5 shows the reinforced concrete seal (designed for 120 psi explosion pressure) under construction in one of the western U.S. coal mines.
Figure 3.5 Construction of reinforced concrete seal

Monitoring points in the models

A number of monitoring points on the outby and inby faces of the seal were selected to record the history of lateral displacements, lateral seal response pressure, and axial forces in the rebar. These monitoring points selected such that they cover the most critical locations on the seal as shown in the figures 3.6 to 3.8. The legends used in the figures read as T – Top, M – Middle, B – Bottom, MT – Mid Top, MB – Mid Bottom.

Figure 3.6 Location of lateral displacement monitoring points on the outby face of the seal
Figure 3.7 Location of lateral pressure monitoring points on the both faces of the seal

Figure 3.8 Location of axial force monitoring points on the outby and inby central rebars
Concrete is a heterogeneous, cohesion-frictional material that exhibits complex non-linear behavior under a multi-axial state of stress. So, knowledge of the complete stress-strain behavior is essential to understand the mode of failure of the concrete structures. The phenomenon of redistribution of the stresses in certain localized regions of a complex structure is closely associated with the ability of the concrete to undergo large deformation without total failure (Li et al., 2002). So, more realistic data on the stress-strain behavior of reinforced concrete in compression and in tension is essential for predicting meaningful results from the modeling.

Except for the stress-strain data for concrete in compression, to date, only very limited experimental data have been made available in terms of the complete stress-strain response of the normal concrete subjected to uniaxial tension (Evans and Marathe, 1968). This limitation is because of the considerable experimental difficulties involved in conducting an experiment that produces the true tensile properties of concrete in direct tension.

In the past, some researchers (Evans and Marathe, 1968; Gopalaratnam and Shah, 1985; Guo and Zhang, 1987; and Li et al., 2002) tried to obtain the stress-strain behavior of concrete in tension using specially designed testing machines. These researchers concluded that normal concrete materials exhibit some softening behavior in uniaxial compression and tension. Though the size and composition of the concrete specimens used by these researchers are different, for the same strength material, they exhibit similar behavior.

During the initial phases of this work, three different concrete material models, available in ABAQUS manual, were considered in the modeling to investigate the influence of concrete behavior in compression and tension on seal response. The results from these models suggested that seal response is highly sensitive to the behavior of the concrete in compression as well as in tension. A summary of the results on these studies is provided in Section 4.1.

Further in this dissertation, two other typical concrete models were investigated for use in the modeling. The first model is based on the empirical formulae that estimate both tensile and compression behavior of normal concrete (Bangash, 2001). The second concrete model is
developed and verified by various researchers based on laboratory and experimental work. Part of the work described in this chapter has been done by Morsy et al. (2008).

### 4.1 Preliminary Work

This work was initially carried out to understand the influence of the post-failure behavior of the concrete in both compression and tension. For this purpose, three different concrete models provided in the ABAQUS manuals are considered. Table 4.1 provides the mechanical properties of the concrete material models. The complete behavior of concrete models in compression and tension is shown in the stress-strain graphs in figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 shows the concrete damage variables in compression and in tension for different models. Model 1 & 3 are elastic-plastic models with no damage in compression. Model 2 exhibits significant strain softening behavior in compression and tension, and also consider damage in both compression and tension. These models are subjected to 120 psi instantaneous explosion loading lasting for about 1 second (work carried-out before the final rules came into effect).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.1 Geo-mechanical properties of concrete models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Properties</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic Young’s modulus, x 10^6 psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Dilation angle, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression Material model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield strength, psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate strength, psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic strain at ultimate strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual strength, psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic strain at residual strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Material Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate Strength, psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual strength, psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crack width at residual strength (maximum damage), in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crack width-strength (damage) relation ship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) The corresponding constants of model 1 are used instead.
Results and discussion

Figure 4.3 shows the damage contours for different concrete models. Model 2 exhibits extensive damage in the seal which is caused by the significant strain-softening behavior of the concrete model in compression and tension. Figure 4.4 shows the lateral displacements in the seal at various locations on the outby face of the seal for the different concrete models. The lateral displacements in models 1 & 3 are stabilized and are very much similar, but model 2 is under continuous deformation. Figure 4.5 shows the history of the axial forces in the central vertical rebar for different models. The high strain softening behavior of the concrete in model 2 caused the explosion pressure to transfer to the internal reinforced steel rebars. The axial forces in the rebars gradually built up over time and reached the yield strength of the steel. Figure 4.6 shows the amount of plastic strain developed in the rebars.
for different models. The complete description of this work is provided in quarterly reports on “Design of underground mine seals under explosion loading” submitted to NIOSH.

Figure 4.3 Damage contours for different concrete models (mid-vertical section of seal)

Figure 4.4 Lateral displacements in the seal for different concrete models
Summary

This work was primarily carried out to understand the degree-of-influence of the strain softening behavior of the concrete in compression and tension on the seal response. These
concrete models predict significantly different results. The concrete model 2, with significant strain softening behavior in compression and tension, produces results that offset significantly from that of model 1 & 3, indicating the significance of the complete strain-strain behavior of concrete in compression and tension, especially the post-peak strain softening and tension stiffening behavior.

Two other typical concrete models are investigated further to arrive at a more reliable concrete constitutive model for use in this dissertation. The first model is based on empirical formulae that estimate both tensile and compression behavior of normal concrete (Bangash, 2001). The second concrete model is developed and verified by various researchers based on laboratory and experimental work. The complete details of these models are provided in the following sections.

For this purpose, the reinforced concrete seal models were prepared for entry dimensions of 8 ft high and 20 ft wide. Seal thicknesses of 18 in., 24 in., and 30 in. were considered in this study. Interface shear strength of 200 psi was used in all these models. No. 9 vertical rebars were placed at 10 in. spacing and No. 6 horizontal rebars were placed at 18 in. spacing. Other construction details of the models were similar to those described in Section 3.5. As this work was completed before the final rule came into effect, all these models were subjected to 120 psi instantaneous explosion pressure loading lasting for only 0.7 second.

### 4.2 Concrete Model I: Empirical Model

This concrete model is based on empirical formulae that estimate both tensile and compression behavior of normal concrete (Bangash, 2001). Figure 4.7 shows the stress-strain relationship for this concrete in compression and tension. Concrete material model I consist of three different regions in compression; elastic, strain hardening and strain softening. Crushing in the concrete material occurs at an ultimate strain \( \varepsilon_{cu} \) of 0.0035. The strain \( \varepsilon_0 \) at the peak stress is estimated by \( 2.4 \times 10^{-5} \sqrt{\varepsilon_{cu}} \). The hardening part of the stress-strain behavior of concrete material in compression is calculated using equation (4.1).

\[
0 < \varepsilon < \varepsilon_0 \quad \frac{\sigma}{\sigma_{cu}} = 2 \frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_0} (1 - \frac{\varepsilon}{2\varepsilon_0})
\]

(4.1)
The strain softening part of the stress-strain behavior of concrete material in compression is calculated using equation (4.2).

\[
\varepsilon_0 < \varepsilon < \varepsilon_{cu} \quad \frac{\sigma}{\sigma_{cu}} = 1 - 0.15\left(\frac{\varepsilon - \varepsilon_0}{\varepsilon_{cu} - \varepsilon_0}\right)
\]  

(4.2)

where, \(\sigma_{cu}\) is the ultimate compressive strength, \(\varepsilon_{cu}\) is the ultimate strain, and \(\sigma\) is stress.

Figure 4.7 Model I: Stress-strain behavior of concrete in compression and tension

**Results and discussion**

Figures 4.8 to 4.10 show the damage contours in the seals for different thickness. With an 18 in. thick seal, simple vertical cracks are developed in the seal on the outby side. These cracks extend approximately 6 in. deep into the seal (Figure 4.8). Tensile damage is also observed near the top and bottom of the seal along the vertical rebar lines. This localized damage is due to the punching effect of the tensioned steel rebars on the thin cover of concrete. This localized damage do not have significant affect on the overall stability of the seal. It can also be observed from these figures that with the increase in seal thickness the extent of damage in the seal is reduced significantly.
Figure 4.8 Model I: Tensile damage contours of 18 in. thick RC seal

Figure 4.9 Model I: Tensile damage contours of 24 in. thick RC seal

Figure 4.10 Model I: Tensile damage contours of 30 in. thick RC seal
In order to arrive at a single value for the damage for the entire seal a volume weighted average damage factor (WADF) is calculated as:

\[ WADF = \frac{\sum V_e D}{\sum V_e} \]  

(4.3)

where, \( V_e \) is volume of element and \( D \) is Damage factor of element

The weighted average damage factor decreased exponentially with an increase in seal thickness and is reaching a near constant value (Figure 4.11) when the seal thickness is around 30 in.

![Figure 4.11 Model I: Volume weighted average damage factor](image)

Figure 4.12 shows the history of axial forces developed in the rebars. The reinforcement rebars on the outby side experienced high tensile stress while the rebars on the inby side experienced high compressive stresses. The magnitude of these stresses is reduced significantly with an increase in seal thickness. Further, it can be observed from these results that the maximum amount of axial force developed in all these cases is well below the yield strength of steel. Figure 4.13 shows the lateral displacement history in the seal at mid point on the outby side.
4.3 Concrete Model II: CEB & Barth and Wu Model

The compressive part of this concrete material model was initially developed by Comite European Du Beton (CEB, 1970) and has been verified by Barth and Wu (2006) by comparing the complete load-deflection relationships and ultimate capacities resulting from the finite element analysis of two simply supported composite girders and a 4-span continuous composite steel bridge with experimental data. Simply supported composite girder experimental tests were conducted by Mans (2001) at the University of Nebraska and
the 4-span continuous composite steel bridge experimental test was reported by Burdette and
Goodpasture (1971). Barth and Wu (2001) used the finite element based software ABAQUS
in their analysis.

The CEB compressive concrete model relates the stress-strain by the following equation
which is a function of only one parameter ($f'_{c}$), yet it can accurately reflect the variation in
response due to different strengths that are observed in practice (Hognestad et al., 1955). However, it is noted that the compressive concrete constitutive law appears to have only
minor effects on the overall results (ASCE, 1993; Cope and Rao, 1981).

$$f_c = \frac{0.85 f'_c (a - 206,000 \varepsilon_c) \varepsilon_c}{1 + b \varepsilon_c}$$

(4.4)

where,

$$a = 6193.6(0.85 f_c + 1.015)^{0.953}$$

$$b = 8074.1(0.85 f_c + 1.450)^{1.085} - 850$$

$f_c$ = 28-day concrete compressive strength, ksi

$\varepsilon_c$ = compressive strain in concrete

ABAQUS requires the inelastic material properties to be input in the form of true (Cauchy)
stress ($\sigma_{true}$) and true (logarithmic) strain ($\varepsilon_{true}$), which can be calculated from the engineering
stress ($\sigma_{eng}$) and engineering strain ($\varepsilon_{eng}$) using equations (4.5) and (4.6).

$$\sigma_{true} = \sigma_{eng} (1 + \varepsilon_{eng})$$

(4.5)

$$\varepsilon_{true} = \ln(1 + \varepsilon_{eng})$$

(4.6)

Using the above equations, the stress-strain relationship in compression is plotted in figure
4.14. Based on data available in the literature (Wittry, 1993), a value of 0.0038 is assumed
for the maximum compressive strain ($\varepsilon_{max}$). This value is typical American Concrete
Institute (ACI) maximum compressive strain value and is thought to be conservative since
higher values of crushing strain have been reported in physical tests (Wittry, 1993).
Barth and Wu (2006) used a non-linear concrete tension model in their analysis, according to which the tensile stress increases linearly up to concrete cracking stress ($f_t$) and then unloads gradually (Figure 4.14). A parabolic curve passing through the concrete cracking point ($f_t$, $\varepsilon_t$) and concrete maximum strain point ($\varepsilon_{tu}$) is suggested for the gradual unloading portion by Barth and Wu (2006). Beyond the cracking stress, concrete exhibits a significant tension stiffening behavior and the tensile load carrying capacity of the concrete decreases exponentially. The concrete and the internal steel reinforcement interaction is approximately considered by the tension stiffening behavior of the concrete.

According to Barth and Wu (2006) a numerically stable solution can be achieved by introducing the tension stiffening in the concrete model; however, this may cause a large deviation in the results if too large tension stiffening is included in the analysis.

**Concrete Damaged Plasticity**

The *Concrete Damage Plasticity* option in ABAQUS is used to define the yield function and flow potential. An isotropic damaged elasticity in combination with isotropic tensile and compressive plasticity is used in the *Concrete Damage Plasticity* model to better represent the inelastic behavior of concrete.
This concrete damaged plasticity model uses the yield function proposed by Lubliner et al. (1989) with the modifications suggested by Lee and Fenves (1998) to consider different evolution of strength characteristics under tension and compression. The evolution of the yield surface is defined by the hardening variables (equivalent tensile and compressive plastic strains).

The equivalent tensile and compressive plastic strain can be automatically calculated by ABAQUS using the *Concrete Tension Stiffening* and *Concrete Compression Hardening* options, and the tensile and compressive damages by using the *Concrete Tension Damage* and *Concrete Compression Damage* options, respectively.

Figure 4.15 shows the relationship between concrete damage and plastic strain for compression and tension (Barth et al., 2006). A damage variable close to 1.0 indicates complete failure of the material and, close to 0.0 indicates no-damage in the material.

![Figure 4.15 Model II: Relationship between concrete damage and plastic strain](image)

**Results and Discussion**

The CEB & Barth and Wu model predicts similar results when compared to the empirical concrete model, but is more conservative. The empirical model predicted no damage in the
30 in. thick seal, but the CEB & Barth and Wu model predicted some damage (horizontal crack at mid height of the seal) as shown in the figure 4.16. This tensile cracking in the concrete resulted in transfer of the stresses to the steel rebars on the outby side. Figure 4.17 shows the history of tensile forces in the central rebar on the outby side. The tensile forces in the rebar increased sharply to about 13,000 lbs compared to only 5,000 lbs with empirical model. In either model, the tensile stresses in the rebars are much lower than the yield strength of the steel. Figure 4.18 show the plastic strain in the steel rebars for 30 in thick seal. Figure 4.19 shows the history of the lateral displacements on the outby side of the seal. A weighted average damage factor of about 0.0321 is calculated for this 30 in. thick seal.

Figure 4.16 Model II: Tensile damage contours of 30 in. thick RC seal

Figure 4.17 Model II: History of axial forces in the center vertical rebar for 30 in. thick seal
4.4 Chapter Summary

The preliminary work on the concrete behavior, described in Section 4.1, clearly suggests the importance of the complete stress-strain behavior of the concrete in compression and tension, especially the post peak behavior of the concrete in both compression and tension.
Although the empirical concrete model described in Section 4.2 provides complete data on stress-strain behavior of the concrete in compression and tension, lacks data on the damage variables for use with ABAQUS. The damage data available with CEB & Barth and Wu concrete model was used with this empirical concrete model. The empirical concrete model predicts acceptable results.

The CEB & Barth and Wu concrete model described in Section 4.3 has been verified for use with finite element analysis, and provides complete data on stress-strain behavior of the concrete and the damage variables in both compression and tension. The CEB & Barth and Wu concrete model predicts similar results compared to that of empirical concrete model, but is more conservative.

Since the CEB & Barth and Wu concrete model has been verified and has complete data set available for use with ABAQUS, and predicts conservative results compared to empirical concrete model, it is decided to use CEB & Barth and Wu concrete model for further use in this dissertation.
Chapter 5 VERIFICATION CASES

Although NIOSH engineers conducted extensive full-scale explosion tests in LLEM on mine seals constructed from various types of construction materials, there were only two tests that were conducted on seals constructed from concrete like materials with internal steel reinforcement that meet the reinforced concrete seal criteria (Zipf et al., 2008). Further, because of the unavailability of the original records on these explosion tests, complete constitutive behavior of the concrete used in the construction of these seals was not available. These seals were tested for the old 20 psi design standard. In both these tests, explosion overpressure was created by igniting a methane-air mixture in a confined area. The explosion overpressure was monitored using pressure transducers and the lateral displacements on the outby side of the seal and at the center were monitored using LVDT’s. The complete details on these full-scale explosion tests are provided in the following sections.

In this dissertation, the full-scale experimental test data available from these two cases were used for verification of the results predicted from the finite element models. Part of the work on simulating the verification cases has been done by Yassien (2008).

5.1 Case I: Insteel 3-D Seal

Seal construction details

The Insteel 3-D seal marketed by Precision Mine Repair, was constructed with concrete, steel rebars and wires. Figures 5.1 to 5.4 show the construction details of the seal. This seal survived the full-scale methane explosion test conducted in LLEM.

To construct the seal, vertical holes are drilled in two sets into the roof and floor to a depth of at least 12 in. and evenly-spaced across the entry on less than 2 ft centers. The vertical holes in the front and rear rows offset from each other laterally as shown in the plan view of Figure 5.1. Three horizontal holes are also drilled into each rib to a depth of 12 in. on 2 ft centers, and, 3 ft long #8 steel rebar anchors are grouted into these vertical and horizontal holes. No hitching is made in the roof and floor.
The #8 reinforcement rebars are tied to the corresponding rebar anchors in the roof and the floor. Two sets of #3 horizontal steel reinforcement rebars are also laid from rib to rib and spaced less than 16 in. apart as shown in the Figure 5.2. Insteel-3D panels shown in figure 5.3 are laid across the entry and tied to the front and rear rows of vertical rebars. Stayfoam backing was used on the inby side to hold the concrete in place while spraying (Figure 5.4). Shotcrete/concrete (362 bags of Pak Mix Pro Line concrete mix or 25,340 lbs of dry mix) was applied to the entire structure to a total thickness of about 11.5 in.

Figure 5.1 Schematic drawing of Insteel 3-D seal, Precision Main Repair (Zipf et al., 2008)
Figure 5.2 Detailed plan view of Insteel 3-D seal (Zipf et al., 2008)

Figure 5.3 Insteel 3-D seal under construction (Zipf et al., 2008)
Summary of the seal construction details and remarks are presented in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Seal construction details: Case I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entry dimensions (height x width)</td>
<td>7 ft x 19 ft</td>
<td>Survived the explosion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seal thickness</td>
<td>11.5 in.</td>
<td>Maximum recorded pressure is 57.5 psi and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal rebar size &amp; spacing</td>
<td>#3 and 19 in.</td>
<td>max. displacement is 0.08 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical rebar size &amp; spacing</td>
<td>#8 and 24 in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor rebar size</td>
<td>#8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength of concrete used</td>
<td>&gt; 2,500 psi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel grade</td>
<td>Grade 60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Instrumentation details**

LVDT’s were installed on the outby side to record the lateral displacement history of the seal at the center. To record the explosion pressure loading on the seal, pressure transducers were installed in the entries on the inby side of the seal. The recorded explosion overpressure and the lateral displacements from the explosion test are presented in Figure 5.5. The explosion
pressure reached a maximum value of 57 psi in just 0.1 sec and the lateral displacements reached about 0.075 in.

![Figure 5.5 Recorded history of explosion overpressure and seal displacement](image)

**Case I: ABAQUS model**

Using the seal construction details described in the previous section a finite element based ABAQUS model was constructed. The exact pressure-time curve (Figure 5.5) recorded in the full-scale explosion test was used for applying the explosion loading to the seal in the model. The CEB & Barth and Wu concrete constitutive model discussed in Section 4.3 was used for simulating the non-linear behavior of the concrete.

**Case I: Results and discussion**

The history of lateral displacement at the center of the seal on the outby face predicted by the model and the measured displacements from LVDT are plotted in the figure 5.6. The predicted displacements from the model and the measured displacements match very well with some exceptions. The rise time of the lateral displacement matches very well with the measured rise time, but the magnitude of peak displacement predicted from the model is offset by about 0.02 in. from the measured value. Further, it can be observed from figure 5.6 that lateral displacements predicted by the model are fluctuating and dampening over time.
The measured displacements are almost steady at about 0.08 in., because the LVDT used in the measurement was not spring-loaded and attached to the structure. The LVDT measurements are valid up to the peak displacement but the measurement system could not record the lateral oscillations of the structure. Figure 5.7 shows the contours of lateral displacements in the seal as well as in the steel rebars at 0.125 sec time.

![Figure 5.6 Case I: Predicted and measured lateral displacement-time curves](image)

Figure 5.6 Case I: Predicted and measured lateral displacement-time curves

![Figure 5.7 Case I: Lateral displacement contours (in both seal and rebars) at 0.125 sec](image)

Figure 5.7 Case I: Lateral displacement contours (in both seal and rebars) at 0.125 sec
Field observations from the explosion test show that the seal survived the explosion with very little damage. The ABAQUS model also predicts similar results. Figure 5.8 shows the damage contours in the seal at 0.125 sec. A small horizontal tensile damage crack extending to about half the thickness of the seal is observed at mid height of the seal. The volume weighted average damage factor is calculated to be 0.01485 for this seal. The rebars in the seal show no signs of yielding (figure 5.9).

Figure 5.8 Case I: Damage contours in the seal at 0.125 sec

Figure 5.9 Case I: Plastic strain in the steel rebars at 0.125 sec
Case I: Conclusion

The CEB and Barth and Wu concrete model used in the ABAQUS verification model predicted very close results as compared to the measured experimental results. This verification case added some confidence to the modeling technique used in this dissertation.

5.2 Case II: Insteel 3-D Seal

Construction of this seal was very much similar to the one in the Case I with small differences. Unlike Case I, only one row of vertical reinforcement rebars were used in the seal construction to anchor the seal to the roof and floor. The specifications of reinforced rebars, anchors, and Insteel 3-D panels were the same as in Case I. The Shotcrete (203 bags of Pak Mix Pro Line concrete mix or 15,631 lbs of dry mix) was applied to the entire structure to only a total thickness of about 7 inches.

The recorded explosion overpressure and the lateral displacements from the explosion test are presented in figure 5.10.

![Figure 5.10 Case II: Recorded history of explosion overpressure and seal displacement](image)

Figure 5.10 Case II: Recorded history of explosion overpressure and seal displacement
Case II: ABAQUS model

A finite element based ABAQUS model was constructed using the available seal construction details. The exact pressure-time curve (figure 5.10) recorded in the full-scale explosion test was used for applying the explosion loading to the seal in the model. Initially the CEB & Barth and Wu concrete constitutive model discussed in Section 4.3 was used without any modifications for simulating the non-linear behavior of the concrete.

Case II: Results and discussion

With the CEB & Barth and Wu concrete material, the ABAQUS model could not predict results very close to the experimental results. In the explosion test, the seal showed about 1 in. of lateral displacements in the middle, but the ABAQUS model predicted only about 0.44 in. Figure 5.11 shows the history of lateral displacements recorded from the full-scale experimental test and from the ABAQUS model. Figure 5.12 shows the contours of lateral displacements in the seal and rebars at 0.24 sec.

Although the ABAQUS model predicted very small lateral displacements compared to the experimental results, it did predicted extensive tensile damage in the model on the outby face of the seal. But, the observations from the explosion tests concluded that the seal had survived the explosion test. Figure 5.13 shows the damage contours in the model.

![Figure 5.11 Case II: Predicted and measured lateral displacement-time curves](image-url)
Although NIOSH reported that the minimum strength of the concrete used in the construction of the seal was 2500 psi, no other data pertaining to the concrete constitutive behavior is available.
It was decided to change the characteristics of the concrete constitutive behavior in the model in order to produce model results close to the experimental results. Various combinations of ultimate strength of concrete in compression and tension, post peak behavior of the concrete in both compression and in tension, and damage variables of the concrete were tried to match the experimental results.

The concrete constitutive behavior shown in figure 5.14 predicted very close lateral displacements with the experimental results. This stress-strain curve was calculated using the empirical equations presented in Section 4.2. Figure 5.15 shows the relationship between concrete damage variables and plastic strain used in this model.

![Figure 5.14 Modified concrete stress-strain behavior in compression and tension](image)

Although the model predicted very close maximum lateral displacements compared to the experimental values, the displacements took a very long time to reach the peak value compared to the measured displacements (Figure 5.16). Further, the seal model showed extensive tensile damage (Figure 5.17) on the outby surface of the seal, but the observations from the full-scale explosion test concluded that the seal had survived the explosion loading.
Figure 5.15 Modified concrete damage and plastic strain relationship

Figure 5.16 The history of predicted and measured lateral displacements (modified concrete model)
5.3 Chapter Summary

The CEB & Barth and Wu concrete model predicted very close results compared to the measured experimental data in Case I. The same concrete model cannot predict good results with Case II. Changing the concrete constitutive behavior in Case II resulted in modeling results predict somewhat close to the measured experimental results, but the significant difference in the rise times of the displacements remain unanswered. It is believed that unavailability of complete data pertaining to the concrete constitutive behavior may have caused the modeling results deviate from the measured experimental results.

The modeling results with Case I show that the seal has developed a tensile crack on the outby surface of the seal, but NIOSH declared the seal ‘passed’ the full-scale explosion test. Based on these observations, it is believed that development of simple/single tensile cracking on the outby surface of the seal may be allowed in the seal design.
Chapter 6 DESIGN OF REINFORCED CONCRETE SEAL

The CEB & Barth and Wu concrete model described in the Section 4.3 was used in the actual design of reinforced concrete seals. Before attempting to do the actual RC seal design it is important to optimize some of the parameters used in the seal design such as, size and spacing of the vertical and horizontal reinforced rebars used in the construction of the seal, and the seal-rock/coal interface strength. The following sections provide complete details on the effect of these parameters on the seal response.

6.1 Effect of Rebars Size and Spacing on Seal Response

A number of numerical models were constructed with the parameters shown in Table 6.1 to determine the optimal size and spacing of the vertical and horizontal rebars. MSHA proposed parameters for the 120 psi seal designs based on the analytical solutions are identified as bold letters in the table. The optimized values found from this study will be used in the actual seal design process.

Table 6.1 Seal model combinations for size and spacing of steel rebars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry size (h x w), ft</th>
<th>Vertical rebar</th>
<th>Horizontal rebar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spacing, in.</td>
<td>Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 x 20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>#6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>#7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>#8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>#9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1.1 Effect of vertical rebars spacing

Four different ABAQUS models were built with vertical rebar spacing 8 in., 10 in., 12 in., and 14 in. In order to find out the influence of one particular parameter it is important to have other parameters constant. These parameters are interdependent, and require utmost care in choosing values for rest of the parameters while doing parametric analysis on one particular parameter. The values for the following parameters are assumed in this study:
Results and discussion

Figure 6.1 shows the tensile damage contours in the seals. The extent of the tensile cracks in the seals increased with the increase in the rebar spacing from 8 in. to 14 in. The volume weighted average damage increases linearly with vertical rebar spacing (Figure 6.2). Figure 6.3 shows the contours of axial forces developed in the rebars. The axial forces in the steel rebars also increased with increase in the rebar spacing, but are well below the yield strength of the steel in both horizontal and vertical rebars. Figure 6.4 shows the maximum lateral displacements developed in the seal on the outby side (Outby_M).

Figure 6.1 Tensile damage contours for seals with different vertical rebar spacing
Figure 6.1 Tensile damage contours for seals with different vertical rebar spacing (continued)

Figure 6.2 Weighted average damage factor vs vertical rebar spacing
Figure 6.3 Axial forces in the rebars for seals with different vertical rebar spacing
Figure 6.4 Maximum lateral displacements developed in the seal (Outby_M)

Conclusion

The spacing of the vertical rebars has significant influence on the stability of the seal. Rebars spaced at 8 in. apart showed no damage in the model. On the other hand, rebars spaced at 14 in. apart showed significant tensile cracks in the seal. In all of the above models, the tensile cracks extended to only half the distance of the seal thickness. Considering the results from the models and the practical difficulties involved in constructing the RC seal, vertical rebar spacing of about 10 in. can provide optimal design.

6.1.2 Effect of vertical rebars size

To investigate the influence of the vertical rebar size on the seal stability four different ABAQUS models were built with vertical rebar sizes #6, #7, #8 and #9. The following parameters were assumed for the models:

- Entry dimensions (h x w) : 6 ft x 20 ft
- Vertical rebar spacing : 10 in.
- Horizontal rebar size & spacing : #6 and 18 in.
Seal-rock/coal interface strength : 200 psi  
Seal thickness : 24 in.  
Concrete model : CEB & Barth and Wu

**Results and discussion**

Figure 6.5 shows damage contours in the seals constructed with different rebar sizes. Seals constructed with larger size rebars produced less damage whereas the seals constructed with small size rebars produced more damage. Figure 6.6 shows the plot of weighted damage factor (WADF) with change in vertical rebar size. WADF drops sharply with increase in rebar size from #6 to #7 and changes little thereafter. Figure 6.7 shows the contours of axial forces in the rebars for seals constructed with different rebar sizes. Axial forces developed in the rebars are well within the yield strength of the steel in all cases. Maximum lateral displacements developed on the outby surface of the seal also fall sharply with increase in rebar size (Figure 6.8).

(a) #6 rebars  
(b) #7 rebars

Figure 6.5 Tensile damage contours for seals with different vertical rebar sizes
Figure 6.5 Tensile damage contours for seals with different vertical rebar sizes (continued)

(c) #8 rebars
(d) #9 rebars

Figure 6.6 Weighted average damage factor vs vertical rebar size

Figure 6.6 Weighted average damage factor vs vertical rebar size
Figure 6.7 Axial forces in the rebars for seals with different vertical rebar sizes
Conclusion

The size of the vertical rebars has some influence on the stability of the seal. The results presented above suggest that a rebar size of #7 or #8 would provide adequate design. Vertical rebars, unlike the horizontal rebars, are primarily used for anchoring the seal to the roof and floor strata. The use of larger diameter rebars offer more circumference area and hence provides higher grouting strength/pull-out strength per unit length of the rebar. Considering this fact it is believed that #9 rebar would be an ideal choice for vertical rebars in the seal design.
6.1.3 Effect of horizontal rebars size and spacing

Similarly a number of ABAQUS models were constructed with different combinations of horizontal rebar sizes (#6 and #9) and spacing (10, 14, and 18 in.) to understand their influence on the seal response. The following parameters are assumed for the models:

- Entry dimensions (h x w) : 6 ft x 20 ft
- Vertical rebar size & spacing : #9 and 10 in.
- Seal-rock/coal interface strength : 200 psi
- Seal thickness : 24 in.
- Concrete model : CEB & Barth and Wu

Summary of the results obtained from these models are provided in the following figures. Figure 6.9 shows the weighted average damage factor for different combinations of horizontal rebar spacing and size. With the increase in rebar spacing, the weighted average damage factor gradually increased and at the same time increase in horizontal rebar size also caused the weighted average damage factor to go up. Unlike the small rebars, larger rebars distribute the bending stresses over its length and thus causing the concrete to develop multiple tensile cracks near the center of the seal, and hence high WADF. Similar behavior is observed with lateral displacements on the outby surface of the seal (Outby_M) (Figure 6.10).

Figure 6.9 WADF for seals constructed with different horizontal rebars spacing and size
Since the horizontal rebars are not designed to anchor the seal to the ribs, #6 rebars with 18 in. spacing can provide optimal design for the reinforced concrete seals.

### 6.2 Effect of Seal/Rock Interface Strength

The seal rock interface strength provides some constraint for the relative movement between seal and rock and helps transfer the explosion pressure from the seal to the surrounding rock. So it is important to understand the influence of the interface strength on the seal response. A number of ABAQUS models were solved with different seal/rock interface strengths ranging from 50 to 300 psi to understand the seal behavior.

The following parameters were assumed for building the ABAQUS models. The other parameters or material models used are the same as those discussed in Chapter 3.

- **Entry dimensions (h x w)**: 6 ft x 20 ft
- **Vertical rebar size & spacing**: #9 and 10 in.
- **Horizontal rebar size & spacing**: #6 and 18 in.
- **Seal thickness**: 24 in.
- **Concrete model**: CEB & Barth and Wu
Results and discussion

Figure 6.11 shows the damage contours in seals with different seal/rock interface strength. For 50 to 200 psi interface strengths, the seals showed similar cracking pattern, single vertical crack at the center of the outby surface of the seal. Further increase in shear strength to beyond 200 psi actually caused the seal to develop a couple of vertical cracks on the outby surface. On the contrary, the weighted average damage factor gradually decreased with increase in interface shear strength (Figure 6.12). This is due to the reason that with lower interface shear strength the seal develops fairly high level of damage near the roof and floor lines on the outby surface. Lower interface strengths could not provide sufficient constraint to the cover concrete (from rebar line to the seal surface) to prevent it from cracking. This localized damage decreases significantly with increase in interface shear strength and predicted higher values for the weighted average damage factor at lower interface strengths in spite of less vertical tensile cracking on the outby surface.

Although the higher interface strengths predict more tensile cracks on the outby surface of the seal, the maximum axial forces in the rebars (Inby_T/B) and the maximum lateral displacements (Outby_M) decrease fairly linearly with increase in interface shear strength (Figures 6.13 and 6.14). A higher shear strength along the seal/rock interfaces provides higher lateral constraints for the seal movement and helps transfer more stresses effectively across the interface from the concrete to the surrounding rock, and hence reduces the amount of axial force in the reinforced steel rebars. The higher the stress carried by the concrete the higher the tensile stresses on the outby surface of the seal and hence the higher tensile cracking.

The interface strength has a mixed influence on the seal behavior. To summarize, higher interface strengths helps reduce the localized damage along the roof and floor line on the outby surface of the seal but produces comparatively more tensile cracks in the seal. On the other hand, lower interface strengths reduce tensile cracking in the seal by transferring more stresses to the steel rebars but produce more localized damage near the roof and floor line. Considering the practical strength limits for concrete-rock interface from the available literature a value of 200 psi is assumed for use in this dissertation for the design of RC seals.
Figure 6.11 Damage contours in seals with different interface strengths

(a) Interface strength 50 psi
(b) Interface strength 100 psi
(c) Interface strength 150 psi
(d) Interface strength 200 psi
(e) Interface strength 250 psi
(f) Interface strength 300 psi
Figure 6.12 Weighted average damage factor with different interface strengths

Figure 6.13 Max. lateral displacements (Outby_M) in seals with different interface strengths
Figure 6.14 Max. axial forces developed in rebars (Inby_T/B) for seals with different interface strengths

6.3 Effect of Rock Strength on Seal Stability

The reinforced concrete seals primarily work because of positively anchoring the seal to the surrounding strata using the steel rebars. The reinforced concrete seal transfers the explosion pressure to the surrounding rock through the internal reinforced steel rebars. So it is important to recognize the importance of the rock strength in the design process. The ability of the surrounding rock to absorb the high tensile stresses, transferred from the steel rebars, without undergoing significant deformation also plays an important role in the effectiveness of the seal design. This part of the study considers different rock strengths for strong, intermediate and weak rock types in the design to understand the influence of the rock strength on the seal response. Table 6.2 shows the geo-mechanical properties for different rock strengths. RC seal designs proposed in this dissertation use the rock properties for the intermediate rock strength.
Table 6.2 Rock strength properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Rock (Roof/floor)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s Modulus (E), psi</td>
<td>3e6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson ratio (υ)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Insitu</em> compressive strength (σc), psi</td>
<td>3840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction angle</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density, lbs/ft³</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CEB & Barth and Wu concrete material model discussed in Section 4.3 was used for simulating the concrete constitutive behavior. The following parameters are assumed for building the ABAQUS models. All other parameters or material models used here were the same as those discussed in Chapter 3.

- Entry dimensions (h x w) : 6 ft x 20 ft
- Vertical rebar size & spacing : #9 and 10 in.
- Horizontal rebar size & spacing : #6 and 18 in.
- Seal-rock/coal interface strength : 200 psi
- Seal thickness : 24 in.

**Results and discussion**

Figure 6.15 shows the damage contours in the seals with different surrounding rock strengths. It is clear from the damage contours that the surrounding rock strength/stiffness has a significant influence on the seal stability. With a strong surrounding rock, the RC seal shows no damage/cracks on the outby surface whereas the seal with intermediate surrounding rock strength has developed a single vertical crack on the outby surface. With the weak surrounding rock, the seal has developed extensive tensile damage/multiple tensile cracks on the outby face. A weak rock deforms significantly under the rebar loading and cannot provide stiff support for the grouted rebars. Causing more stress transfer to the concrete material resulting in more tensile damage in the seal. Figure 6.16 shows the weighted average damage factor for seals with different rock strengths. For the seal with a weak surrounding rock, the WADF reaches as high as 0.15.
Figure 6.17 shows the maximum amount of axial forces and lateral displacements developed in the seals with different surrounding rock strengths. With a weak surrounding rock both the magnitudes of axial forces in the rebars and lateral displacements on the outby surface of the seal reach significantly higher values compared to the seals having an intermediate or a strong surrounding rock. As all the seal designs proposed in this dissertation are based on the intermediate rock strength, these designs can be effectively used for all other rock strengths except the weak rock.

Figure 6.15 Damage contours in seal with different surrounding rock strengths
Figure 6.16 WADF for seals with different surrounding rock strengths

Figure 6.17 Max. lateral displacements (outby_M) and axial forces (Inby_T/B) for seals with different surrounding rock strengths
6.4 RC Seal Mechanical Response

The primary aim of this study is to completely understand the RC seal response to the dynamic explosion loading and the seal failure mechanism under these loading conditions. Further, this study facilitates the development of appropriate design guidelines/criteria for judging the stability of the RC seals.

The optimum values for various structural parameters found from the previous models are used in this study. A number of finite element seal models are constructed with the following parameters and seal thickness is varying from 12 to 30 in. All these models were subjected to 120 psi instantaneous explosion loading pressure lasting for 4 sec and removed suddenly (Figure 1.2 (a)).

- Entry dimensions (h x w) : 6 ft x 20 ft
- Vertical rebar size & spacing : #9 and 10 in.
- Horizontal rebar size & spacing : #6 and 18 in.
- Seal-rock/coal interface strength : 200 psi
- Seal thickness : 12, 15, 18, 21, 24 and 30 in.

Results and Discussion

The results provide a good insight into the basic seal response to the applied explosion loading. Figure 6.18 shows the contours of the axial forces in the vertical rebars for different seal thicknesses. In the 12 in. thick seal, a very high level of tensile axial forces are developed in the rebars on the inby as well as on the outby side. At this seal thickness, the reinforced concrete material shows complete failure in tension and offers no bending/shear resistance to absorb the explosion pressure. With the increase in seal thickness beyond 12 in. the axial forces in the inby rebars turn to compressive but the axial forces in the outby rebars still remain in tension. The structural integrity of the reinforced concrete improves significantly with the increase in seal thickness by offering high internal bending and shear resistance to absorb and transfer the explosion loading pressure effectively to the surrounding rock.
The magnitude of the axial forces in the rebars at mid height i.e., tensile forces in the outby rebars and the compressive forces in the inby rebars, decreases significantly with increase in seal thickness from 15 to 30 in. At the same time, tensile forces in the outby and inby rebars near the roof and floor line increase significantly with increase in seal thickness from 15 to 30 in. Beyond 24 in. seal thickness, the axial forces are concentrated in the sections of the steel rebars near the roof and floor line, indicating that the seal has reached sufficient thickness to provide maximum internal bending resistance to the applied explosion loading and able to transfer the stresses to the steel rebars near the roof and floor lines, and eventually to the surrounding rock. At higher thickness, reinforced concrete seal behaves like a plug rather than just bending. The schematic diagrams shown in figure 6.19 explain this phenomenon clearly. The amount of axial forces (in thousand lbs) developed in the central vertical rebar at the monitoring locations as shown in figure 3.8 are shown in figure 6.19. The numbers shown in red indicate the magnitude of tensile forces and the numbers shown in blue/parenthesis indicate the magnitude of compressive forces.

Figure 6.20 and 6.21 shows the history of the axial forces in the vertical rebar at mid height on the inby and outby faces respectively. Except in the 12 in. thick seal the, inby rebars in all other cases are in compression (Figure 6.20). The history of the axial forces in the 12 in. thick seal also indicates that the increase in tensile forces is gradual over time and not sudden, which means that the failure in the seal is gradual because of the ability of the steel to undergo significant deformation without losing its strength. The reinforced steel rebars used in the construction of the seals adds some softness to the seal designs. Further the maximum axial forces developed in the steel rebars in all models are well below the yield strength of the steel.
Figure 6.18 Axial forces in the rebars for seals with different thickness
Figure 6.19 Schematic diagrams for axial forces (shown in thousand lbs) in the rebar.
Figure 6.20 The history of axial forces in the central vertical inby rebar (Inby_M)

Figure 6.21 The history of axial forces in the central vertical outby rebar (Outby_M)
Figure 6.22 shows the history of lateral displacements on the outby side of the seal at mid height for different seal thickness. The lateral displacement history in the 12 in. thick seal shows that the displacements are constantly increasing over time and reach a maximum value of about 1.2 in. over a period of 4 sec. This indicates the continuous deformation of the seal under the applied explosion loading pressure. The magnitude of the lateral displacements reduces significantly with the increase in seal thickness from 12 to 21 in. thick, and very much stabilizes over time. Further increase in seal thickness to 24 in. and beyond actually increases the magnitude of the lateral displacements, because of the change in the basic seal response to the explosion loading at higher seal thicknesses. Refer to the following paragraphs for further explanation on this particular behavior of the seal. Lateral displacements to some extent also depend on the location of the monitoring node on the surface of the seal. Lateral displacement history may show some gradient, after the initial sharp rise, before reaching a steady value if the location of the node falls in the crack pattern.

![Figure 6.22 The history of lateral displacements for different seals at outby_M](image)

Figure 6.23 shows the contours of the lateral displacements in the seals. The contour plot is magnified 40 times to show the shape of the deformation in the seals.
Figure 6.23 Contours of lateral displacements in the seal (plot is magnified 40 times)
Figure 6.24 shows the plot of the maximum lateral displacements for different seal thickness measured at various locations in the seal. The displacements in the seal near the roof and the floor are very much the same at mid vertical cross section. The difference in the displacements at Outby_M and Outby_T/B decreases sharply with the increase in seal thickness but once the seal reaches sufficient thickness the difference approaches near zero and remains constant with further increase in the seal thickness, indicating that at higher thickness the seal behaves like a rigid body and tries to shear along the seal interfaces under the applied explosion loading. The seal in turn transfers the applied explosion loading to the surrounding rock through steel rebars and seal interfaces, causing the sections of the rebars near the roof and floor lines to be subject to high tensile stresses.

![Figure 6.24 Maximum lateral displacement Vs. seal thickness](image.png)

Figure 6.25 shows the damage contours in the concrete material on the outby face of the seals for different seal thicknesses. The red contour lines with damage values close to 1.0 indicate the tensile cracks on the outby surface of the seals. Under the applied explosion loading pressure, the 12 in. thick seal exhibits extensive damage with numerous horizontal and vertical tensile cracks on the outby surface of the seal. With an increase in seal thickness beyond 12 in. the extent of damage reduces significantly. There is some noticeable localized damage observed in the concrete along the rebar line near the roof and the floor. This localized damage is mainly because of the punching effect of the rebars on the concrete cover, which is about 2.5 in., and has a very little influence on the overall stability of the seal.
Figure 6.25 Damage contours in seals with different thickness
The 15 in. thick seal shows some simple horizontal and vertical cracks on the outby face of the seal. An increase in seal thickness from 15 to 21 in. has reduced the concrete cracking from multiple cracks to a single horizontal crack running parallel to the seal on the outby face at mid height. Under the applied explosion loading the seal bends over its height, when it is sufficiently thin, and causes the horizontal tensile cracks develop on the surface of the seal. When the seal is sufficiently thick, 24 in. and beyond in this particular case, it bends over its length and develops vertical tensile cracks on the outby surface of the seal. The curves shown in figure 6.25 show how the seal bends in each case. This change in behavior of the seal with thickness causes the seal to develop more lateral displacements on the outby face (Figure 6.22).

In either case, bending of the seal under the explosion loading causes the inby section of the seal to be subject to compressive stresses and the outby section of the seal to be subject to tensile stresses. Concrete being weaker in tension develops tensile cracks on the outby surface of the seal, whereas the inby surface of the seal shows no signs of damage. These tensile cracks extend only half way deep into the seal (Figures 6.26 and 6.27). Also notice in figure 6.26 the development of shear failure surfaces originating from the top outby corner of the seal and extending deep into the seal. The extent of the shear failure is reduced significantly with increase in seal thickness to 21 in. and beyond (Figure 6.27).

Figure 6.26 Damage contours in 18 in. thick seal (Mid-vertical section)
Figure 6.27 Damage contours in seal with different thickness (Mid vertical sections)
It is important to recognize that the development of the cracks in concrete material cannot be avoided unless the seal is highly overdesigned or constructed using the fiber reinforced concrete material. Simple tensile cracking in the concrete does not necessarily indicate the complete failure of the seal. The primary purpose of installing the reinforced rebars close to the seal surface is to resist the high tensile stresses that may develop near the surface of the seal due to the explosion pressure loading.

Figure 6.28 shows the plot of weighted average damage factor (WADF) for different seal thicknesses. The WADF decreases sharply with increase in seal thickness to 21 in. and reaches a value of about 0.057. Further increase in seal thickness beyond 21 in. showed very little change in WADF. This WADF plot can be effectively used for determining the optimal thickness of a reinforced concrete seal for a given entry dimension.

![Figure 6.28 Weighted average damage factor (WADF) for different seal thicknesses](image)

**Figure 6.28 Weighted average damage factor (WADF) for different seal thicknesses**

**Conclusion**

Concrete being weaker in tension develops tensile cracks on the outby surface of the seal. Simple tensile cracks on the outby surface of the seal do not necessarily indicate the complete failure of the seal. Modeling of the full-scale explosion test described in Section 5.1
also showed a horizontal tensile crack developed on the outby surface of the seal. Although NIOSH reported that the seal ‘passed’ the full-scale explosion test, because of unavailability of the original records, it was not clear whether the seal developed similar tensile damage.

The steel rebars used in the construction of the seal usually resist the high tensile stresses that may develop near the surface of the seal in the event of an explosion. Further, the maximum axial forces developed in the steel rebars are well within the yield strength of the steel. Modeling results also show that, when the seal is sufficiently thick, the tensile cracks developed on the surface of the seal extend only to half thickness of the seal and do not reach the inby surface of the seal, thus preventing the leakage of toxic gases through the cracks from the sealed off areas.

6.5 RC SEAL DESIGN GUIDELINES

Based on the results obtained from modeling of the verification cases, in-depth analysis of the seal response to the explosion loading, and the extensive modeling work carried-out in connection with this dissertation work, the following guidelines are proposed for the design of the reinforced concrete seals.

- Tensile cracking: The seal design is limited to a single or no tensile crack on the outby surface of the seal.
- WADF: The weighted average damage factor decreases exponentially with the increase in seal thickness and reaches a ‘near-steady’ value once the seal reaches sufficient thickness. ‘Near-steady’ value is used to identify the optimal seal design.
- Lateral displacements: Exhibits very much similar behavior compared to that of WADF.
- No shear failure in the seal (refer to Figure 6.26, p. 96) is allowed.
- No yielding in the steel rebars is allowed.
6.6 RC SEAL DESIGN TABLE

A number of numerical models have been built to design the RC seals for typical coal mine entry sizes. Entries with width-to-height (W/H) ratio greater than or equal to 2.0 are modeled based on one-way slab loading concept i.e., only the vertical rebars are assumed to transfer the explosion loading and therefore keyed to the roof and floor. Entries with width-to-height ratio less than 2.0 are modeled based on two-way slab loading concept i.e., both vertical and horizontal rebars are keyed to the surrounding rock (Figure 6.29).

![Figure 6.29 Seal loading concept](image)

Material models discussed in Chapter 3 were used in this study. The CEB & Barth and Wu concrete model described in Section 4.3 was used for simulating the behavior of the concrete. In almost all models, instantaneous 120 psi pressure-time curve with 4 sec duration was used for applying the explosion pressure loading to the seal except for 10 ft and 12 ft high seals. Numerical models with seal heights more than 10 ft take a large amount of computer memory and computing time to solve the numerical models, so the explosion loading duration is reduced to 2 sec instead of the normal 4 sec duration. Other parameters used in the construction of RC seal models were:

- Vertical rebar size & spacing : #9 and 10 in.
- Horizontal rebar size & spacing : #6 and 18 in.
- Seal-rock/coal interface strength : 200 psi
- Surrounding rock strength : Intermediate (refer to Table 6.2, p. 84)
- Concrete strength : 4800 psi (CEB & Barth and Wu model)

Results and discussion
Results from the numerical models showed that the entry height has greater influence on the seal design than the entry width. At lower entry heights, width of the entry showed very little or no influence on the seal design. On the other hand, at higher entry heights, this width of the entry has some influence on the seal design (Figure 6.30). Considering this factor, entry widths 18 ft and 22 ft are excluded from the model combinations in order to reduce the modeling work. Following the guidelines described in Section 6.5, the reinforced concrete seals are designed for typical entry dimensions. Table 6.3 shows the required minimum thickness of reinforced concrete seal for typical entry dimensions to withstand 120 psi instantaneous explosion pressure loading. Figure 6.30 shows the graphical representation of required minimum seal thickness for typical coal mine entries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry height, ft</th>
<th>4 ft</th>
<th>5 ft</th>
<th>6 ft</th>
<th>7 ft</th>
<th>8 ft</th>
<th>9 ft</th>
<th>10 ft</th>
<th>12 ft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16 ft</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 ft</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 ft</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These seal designs are valid with the parameters shown above

Figures 6.31 to 6.38 show the plot of WADF and maximum lateral displacements (Outby_M) with seal thickness for various entry dimensions. Almost all models showed behavior similar to the one described in the previous section. The plot for weighted average damage factor took the exponentially decreasing path with increasing seal thickness (Figure 6.31(a)). ABAQUS models with other seal heights also show similar behavior but the seal thickness interval chosen is too close to show the complete exponential curve for WADF. On the other hand, the plot of maximum lateral displacements vs. seal thickness does not show a common trend for different seal heights. This trend is partly because of the location of the lateral displacement monitoring point on the outby side of the seal and partly because of the behavior of the seal as described in Section 6.4. Tensile damage contours of seals for various entry dimensions are provided in Appendix I. The history of the lateral displacements in the seal (Outby_M) for different entry dimensions are provided in Appendix II.
Figure 6.30 Reinforced concrete seal design chart

- Vertical rebars size & spacing: #9 & 10 in.
- Horizontal rebars size & spacing: #6 & 18 in.

Charts:
- \( y = 3.829x + 1.799 \)
- \( y = 3.473x + 3.263 \)
- \( y = 3.214x + 3.785 \)
Figure 6.31 Plot of WADF and maximum lateral displacements for 4 ft high seal
Figure 6.32 Plot of WADF and maximum lateral displacements for 5 ft high seal
Figure 6.33 Plot of WADF and maximum lateral displacements for 6 ft high seal
Figure 6.34 Plot of WADF and maximum lateral displacements for 7 ft high seal

(a) WADF

(b) Maximum lateral displacement
Figure 6.35 Plot of WADF and maximum lateral displacements for 8 ft high seal

(a) WADF

(b) Maximum lateral displacement

Figure 6.35 Plot of WADF and maximum lateral displacements for 8 ft high seal
Figure 6.36 Plot of WADF and maximum lateral displacements for 9 ft high seal

(a) WADF

(b) Maximum lateral displacement

Figure 6.36 Plot of WADF and maximum lateral displacements for 9 ft high seal
Figure 6.37 Plot of WADF and maximum lateral displacements for 10 ft high seal
Figure 6.38 Plot of WADF and maximum lateral displacements for 12 ft high seal
Chapter 7 ROOF-TO-FLOOR CONVERGENCE

After the initial development of coal mine entries they are subjected to different levels of roof-to-floor convergence. The rate of convergence depends on many factors including but not limited to: the stress around the entry, the geological conditions, the age of mine entry, the mining method, the proximity of the entry to the mined out areas, etc. In general, it is observed in practice that the convergence rate is high during the initial phases of life of the mine entry and in due course of time the rate of convergence decreases exponentially and very much stabilizes after a certain period of time. Figure 7.1 shows the measured rate of convergence at one mine in Western Kentucky (Kallu et al., 2007). Roof-to-floor convergence was monitored by installing convergence stations in mine entries with different initial excavation ages and is plotted into one graph as shown below. Figure 7.2 shows the convergence station installed near an experimental seal.

Figure 7.1 Measured rate of convergence for different entry ages (kallu et al., 2007)
While designing a particular type of seal it is important to understand how the seal responds to the roof-to-floor convergence. This is particularly significant with the reinforced concrete seals because they are stiffer than any other type of seals and cannot take a large amount of roof-to-floor convergence.

This chapter tries to address how the reinforced concrete seals respond to convergence loading and their ability to sustain higher explosion loading pressures when subjected to roof-to-floor convergence. Previous research by Kallu et al. (2007) on ‘pre-stressed’ seals showed that the capacity of the seal to sustain explosion pressure loading increases with an increase in roof-to-floor convergence, within certain limits. This work is divided into two different parts. The first part investigates the ability of the RC seal to sustain higher explosion loading pressures when subjected to roof-to-floor convergence. The second part of the study determines the maximum allowable convergence that a particular RC seal, designed for typical entry dimensions, can sustain before it is completely crushed by the convergence loading alone.
7.1 CAPACITY OF RC SEAL Vs CONVERGENCE

The RC seal designed in Chapter 6 for 6 ft high and 20 ft wide entry was considered in this study. A large number of 3D ABAQUS models were built and subjected to different levels of roof-to-floor convergence. Instantaneous explosion loading pressure ranging from 120 to 300 psi was applied to the seal in 20 psi increments at each level of convergence as shown in Table 7.1. All these models were subjected to instantaneous explosion pressure loading lasting for 2 sec and then the explosion pressure removed suddenly. Seal designs proposed for typical entry dimensions in the previous chapter are designed for zero roof-to-floor convergence.

Results and discussion

Table 10.1 shows the summary of the stability condition of the seals at different levels of roof-to-floor convergence and explosion pressure. The convergence indicated in the table is calculated by averaging the relative displacements of the nodes at the top and bottom of the seal at mid vertical section. The letter ‘S’ indicates that the seal is stable and the letter ‘F’ indicates that the seal is ‘not suitable’ under the given loading conditions. From the table it can be observed that the explosion resistant capacity of the seal increases with increase in convergence on the seal. At zero convergence, the seal is only able to withstand 120 psi explosion pressure but the same seal can withstand about 280 psi explosion pressure at 0.073 in. of convergence. This positive influence of roof-to-floor convergence is only valid as long as the stresses induced in the seal due to the convergence loading are well within the strength limits of the concrete material. Once these induced stresses exceed the strength of the concrete the seal fails under the convergence loading alone. At about 0.085 in. of convergence the seal fails completely under the convergence loading.

Figures 7.3 to 7.8 shows the variation of the maximum lateral displacements and weighted average damage factor with roof-to-floor convergence at different levels of explosion pressure. At zero roof-to-floor convergence the RC seal developed a maximum lateral displacement of about 0.342 in. when subjected to 120 psi explosion pressure (Figure 7.3(a)). The magnitude of lateral displacements decrease sharply for a very small increase in convergence and at the same time increase the capacity of the seal to sustain explosion
pressure loading. Further increase in convergence caused the lateral displacements to increase gradually with a mild steady slope. This increase in lateral displacements is primarily because of the increasing convergence load on the seal. The capacity of the seal to sustain explosion pressure loading also improved significantly during this stage, refer to Table 7.1. After the convergence on the seal has reached a certain amount, the lateral displacements started suddenly increasing. Observing the plastic strain and damage contours in the seal at this stage indicate the onset of shear failure in the seal due to the excessive convergence loading on the seal. Figure 7.9 shows the contours of plastic strain in the seal and rebars at 0.1 in. of convergence on the seal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Convergence on seal, in.</th>
<th>Explosion pressure, psi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0093</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0140</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0235</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0345</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0440</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0528</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0629</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0728</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0827</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0929</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1040</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1825</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*S - Stable and F - Not suitable
The plot of weighted average damage factor (WADF) also showed similar behavior with increase in roof-to-floor convergence as compared to the lateral displacements behavior. Due to the differential magnitude of WADF, the graphs are plotted in both logarithmic (green) as well as in normal scale (Figure 7.3(b)). The graph plotted on logarithmic scale closely shows the trend of the WADF with increase in roof-to-floor convergence. Damage contours and history of lateral displacements of seals subjected to different levels of roof-to-floor convergence and 120 psi instantaneous explosion pressure are given in Appendix III.

Similar trends of results are obtained with seals subjected to explosion pressures higher than 120 psi (Figures 7.4 to 7.7), except that the magnitude of lateral displacements and weighted average damage factor are moving higher with increase in explosion loading pressure (Figure 7.8).

Figure 7.9 Contours of plastic strain in the seal (half section) and in rebars at 0.1 in. convergence.
Figure 7.3 Effect of roof-to-floor convergence: 120 psi explosion pressure

(a) Max. lateral displacements

(b) Weighted average damage factor
(a) Max. lateral displacements

(b) Weighted average damage factor

Figure 7.4 Effect of roof-to-floor convergence: 140 psi explosion pressure
(a) Max. lateral displacements

(b) Weighted average damage factor

Figure 7.5 Effect of roof-to-floor convergence: 160 psi explosion pressure
Figure 7.6 Effect of roof-to-floor convergence: 180 psi explosion pressure

(a) Max. lateral displacements

(b) Weighted average damage factor
Figure 7.7 Effect of roof-to-floor convergence: 200 psi explosion pressure

(a) Max. lateral displacements

(b) Weighted average damage factor
Figure 7.8 Effect of roof-to-floor convergence

(a) Max. lateral displacements

(b) Weighted average damage factor
7.2 MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE CONVERGENCE

This section tries to determine the maximum amount of roof-to-floor convergence that a particular RC seal, designed for various entry dimensions, can sustain without losing its ability to withstand the explosion pressure loading. A number of ABAQUS models were constructed for the entry dimensions and seal thicknesses as shown in Table 6.3. A very small amount of velocity is applied on top of the model (not on the seal directly) to gradually load the model and induce convergence on the seal.

Only the results for the 6 ft high seals are discussed here and the results for the other seal heights are provided in Appendix IV. Figure 7.10 shows the plot of lateral displacements measured at the center of the seal on the outby side vs. time and convergence for the 6 ft high and 16, 20, and 24 ft wide seals. The lateral displacements plotted here are a result of the convergence load alone. Lateral displacements plotted on a time scale shows an instantaneous rise as compared to those plotted on a convergence scale. These graphs clearly show that the lateral displacements exhibit similar behavior for all entry widths, except in the post-failure region, indicating that the entry width has a very little or no influence on the seal’s ability to sustain roof-to-floor convergence.

Although the results show that 6 ft high seal can sustain 0.1 in. of convergence, under the 120 psi explosion loading pressure, the seal shows signs of yielding at around 0.085 in. of convergence (Figure 7.3). Based on the comprehensive modeling work, the maximum allowable convergence for different seal heights are plotted in figure 7.11. The slope of the line shown in figure 7.11 represents the maximum amount of strain (0.0012) that can be allowed on the RC seal. Refer to Appendix IV for complete results on different seal heights.

The legends in the following figures read as ‘Seal height x Seal width x Seal thickness’, eg., 6’x20’x24’’.
Figure 7.10 The history of lateral displacements for 6 ft high seal (Outby_M)

(a) Lateral displacements vs. time

(b) Lateral displacements vs. convergence
Figure 7.11 Maximum allowable convergence for various seal heights
Chapter 8 EXPLOSION LOADING NATURE

This chapter investigates the effect of explosion loading nature on the seal stability. It is divided into two different sections. The first section deals with the type of explosion loading i.e., explosion pressure with instantaneous or with different rise and down times etc., and the second section deals with multiple explosions of different nature. For this purpose, the seal designed for a 6 ft high by 20 ft wide entry, for 120 psi instantaneous pressure, is selected to understand its response. Refer to Chapter 6 for complete construction details of this seal.

8.1 EXPLOSION LOADING NATURE

Four different pressure-time (p-t) curves with a maximum of 120 psi explosion pressure shown in figure 8.1 are considered for investigating the seal response. In the first two p-t curves, the explosion pressure is applied for 4 seconds and then released instantaneously. On the other hand, in the later two p-t curves the explosion pressure is gradually reduced from 120 psi to zero over a period of 0.1 sec.

![Figure 8.1 120 psi pressure-time curves with different rise and down times](image)

(a) Instantaneous rise time  
(b) 0.1 sec rise time  
(c) Inst. rise time + 0.1 sec down time  
(d) 0.1 sec rise + 0.1 down time

Figure 8.1 120 psi pressure-time curves with different rise and down times
Results and discussion

Figure 8.2 shows the history of axial forces developed in the rebars for seals subjected to the four different pressure-time loadings. Axial forces reach peak values in about 0.09 sec for the p-t curves with instantaneous rise time and for the p-t curves with a 0.1 sec rise time, the axial forces reach the peak value in about 0.17 sec. Comparing the results for the p-t curves shown in figure 8.1 (a) and (b), where 120 psi pressure is maintained for about 4 sec, both axial forces and lateral displacements reach higher values for the p-t curve with the instantaneous rise time compared to the p-t curve with a 0.1 sec rise time. In both cases, the lateral displacements take about the same time (1 to 2 sec) to reach close to the peak value (Figure 8.3).

The seals subjected to the p-t curves shown in figure 8.1(c) and 11.1(d) show a very close response except that the peak values for axial forces and lateral displacements offset by about 0.08 sec, which is mainly because of different explosion pressure rise times involved. With gradual unloading over a period of 0.1 sec, both the axial forces and the lateral displacements fall off the cliff and stabilized at some lower values over time. Figure 8.4 shows the maximum value of lateral displacements and axial forces developed in the seals that are subjected to different p-t loadings.

Figure 8.2 The history of axial forces developed in the vertical rebar (Inby_B/T)
Figure 8.3 The history of lateral displacements in the seal (Outby\_M)

Figure 8.4 Max. lateral displacements and axial forces observed with different p-t curves

Figure 8.5 shows the damage contours in seals subjected to different p-t curve loadings. It is clear that the seal subjected to instantaneous pressure loading lasting for 4 seconds sustains
higher damage compared to all other cases. The seal subjected to explosion pressure with 0.1 sec rise time and lasting for 4 sec showed similar but lower damage compared to the previous case discussed above (Figure 8.5(b)). The seals subjected to explosion pressure with different rise times and 0.1 sec down showed no damage (cracks) on the outby surface of the seal (Figure 8.5(c) & (d)). Figure 8.6 shows the weighted average damage factor for seals subjected to different p-t curves.

Figure 8.5 Damage contours in seal subjected to different p-t curves
Figure 8.6 Weighted average damage factor for seals subjected to different p-t curves

**Conclusion**

Explosion pressures maintained for longer durations at peak values significantly influence the seal stability compared to any other parameter. Explosion pressures applied using p-t curve having instantaneous rise time produces comparatively more damage in the seal compared to the p-t curve with 0.1 sec rise time; this influence is more significant when the peak explosion pressure is maintained for longer durations.

**8.2 MULTIPLE EXPLOSIONS**

In some instances in underground coal mines there is a possibility that mine seals may be subjected to multiple explosions. Different pressure-time (p-t) curves with multiple explosion pressures as shown in figure 8.7 are selected to study the reinforced concrete seal response. The duration of the peak explosion pressure for two and three explosions shown in figure 8.7(a) is reduced in order to cut down the model solving times. Refer to Section 8.3 (p. 138) for complete explanation on the effect of the duration of the peak explosion pressure loading on the seal response.
Results and discussion

Figure 8.8 shows the damage contours in seals subjected to multiple explosions with instantaneous pressure loading as shown in figure 8.7 (a). The extent of the damage in the seals increases with an increase in number of explosions but is very much limited to a couple of tensile cracks on the outby surface of the seals. These cracks only extend to the half thickness of the seal and do not show up on the inby face of the seal. Figure 8.9 shows the history of the lateral displacements on the outby face of the seals that are subjected to
multiple explosions. It can be clearly observed that with each explosion loading pulse, the lateral displacements reach higher levels and remain steady over time. This is a good indication that the seal is in a steady state condition and is not continuously deforming under the applied explosion pressure. Figure 8.10 shows the history of the axial forces in the vertical rebars (Inby_B/T) for seals subjected to multiple instantaneous explosions. The maximum axial forces developed in the steel rebars are well within the yield strength of the steel even after the seal is subjected to three instantaneous explosion pulses. Refer to figures 8.17 to 8.19 for comparison of the results obtained with different p-t curves shown in figure 8.7.

Figure 8.8 Damage contours in seals subjected to p-t curves as shown in figure 8.7(a)
Figure 8.9 The history of lateral displacements (Outby_M) in seals subjected to multiple explosions with p-t curves as shown in figure 8.7(a)

Figure 8.10 The history of axial forces (Inby_B/T) in vertical rebars in seals subjected to multiple explosions with p-t curves as shown in figure 8.7(a)
Figure 8.11 shows the damage contours in seals subjected to multiple explosions with instantaneous rise time and 0.1 sec down time as shown in figure 8.7(b). The seal shows no damage on the outby surface with one explosion, but after the second explosion of similar nature hit the seal it develops a vertical tensile crack on the outby surface of the seal. The extent of the damage increases very slightly with the third explosion of similar nature. Figures 8.12 and 8.13 show the history of the axial forces and the lateral displacements for the seals that are subjected to multiple explosions with instantaneous rise time and 0.1 sec down time, respectively. Refer to figures 8.17 to 8.19 for comparison.

![Damage contours in seals subjected to multiple explosions with p-t curves as shown in figure 8.7(b)](image-url)
Figure 8.12 The history of lateral displacements (Outby_M) in seals subjected to multiple explosions with p-t curves as shown in figure 8.7(b)

Figure 8.13 The history of axial forces (Inby_B/T) in vertical rebars in seals subjected to multiple explosions with p-t curves as shown in figure 8.7(b)
Figure 8.14 shows the damage contours in seals subjected to multiple explosions with 0.1 sec rise and down time as shown in figure 8.7(c). Similar results were predicted compared to the previous case except that there is no damage observed on the outby surface of the seal after it is subjected to two explosion pulses. Figures 8.15 and 8.16 show the history of the axial forces and lateral displacements for the seals that are subjected to multiple explosions with 0.1 sec rise and down time respectively. Refer to figures 8.17 to 8.19 for comparison of results obtained with different p-t curves shown in figure 8.7.

Figure 8.14 Damage contours in seals subjected to multiple explosions with p-t curves as shown in figure 8.7(c)
Figure 8.15 The history of lateral displacements (Outby_M) in seals subjected to multiple explosions with p-t curves as shown in figure 8.7(c)

Figure 8.16 The history of axial forces (Inby_B/T) in vertical rebars in seals subjected to multiple explosions with p-t curves as shown in figure 8.7(c)
Figure 8.17 Maximum axial forces developed in steel rebars (Inby_T/B) in seals subjected to multiple explosions with p-t curves shown in figure 8.7

Figure 8.18 Maximum lateral displacements developed in seals (Outby_M) subjected to multiple explosions with p-t curves shown in figure 8.7
8.3 EXPLOSION LOADING DURATION

For seal design purposes MSHA requires the use of pressure-time (p-t) curve with instantaneous rise time and the explosion pressure maintained for 4 sec and then dropped suddenly. While attempting to use the numerical simulation programs for design of seals in dynamic mode, the duration of the explosion loading has a great influence on the model running times. At the same time it is evident from the results discussed in Section 8.1 that the explosion pressures maintained for longer durations at peak values significantly influences the seal stability. This section tries to optimize the duration of the peak explosion pressure that must be applied using the p-t curve to help reduce the model running times without compromising on the seal response. The results obtained for the seal designed for 6 ft high and 20 ft wide entry is used for explanation.

Figures 8.20 and 8.21 show the change of weighted average damage factor of the seal subjected to different pressure-time curves as shown in the same figures. With the explosion pressure applied using the pressure-time curve having an instantaneous rise time the WADF increases very sharply initially and later gradually reaches a steady value in about 1.5 sec. With the pressure-time curve having 0.1 sec rise time WADF takes a little longer time (about
2 sec) to reach a steady value. Similarly, in both cases the lateral displacements also reach the peak values in about 1.5 to 2 sec (Figures 6.22 and 8.3). Based on these results it is concluded that the explosion pressure maintained for about 1.5 to 2 seconds can sufficiently represent the longer duration loadings.

Figure 8.20 Change of WADF over the duration of explosion loading (instantaneous rise time)

Figure 8.21 Change of WADF over the duration of explosion loading (0.1 sec rise time)
Chapter 9 CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

Based on the numerical simulation and the in-mine experimental work carried out in connection with this dissertation the following conclusions are drawn:

The following guidelines are devised to quantitatively assess the adequacy of the reinforced concrete seal design:

- **Tensile cracking:** The seal design is limited to a single or no tensile crack on the outby surface of the seal.
- **WADF:** The weighted average damage factor decreases exponentially with the increase in seal thickness and reaches a ‘near-steady’ value once the seal reaches sufficient thickness. ‘Near-steady’ value is used to identify the optimal seal design.
- **Lateral displacements:** Exhibits very much similar behavior compared to that of WADF.
- **No shear failure in the seal** (refer to Figure 6.26, p. 96) is allowed.
- **No yielding in the steel rebars** is allowed.

Appropriate RC seal designs are proposed in the table (Table 6.3, p. 101) and graphical (Figure 6.30, p. 102) formats for typical coal mine entry dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry width, ft</th>
<th>Entry height, ft</th>
<th>4 ft</th>
<th>5 ft</th>
<th>6 ft</th>
<th>7 ft</th>
<th>8 ft</th>
<th>9 ft</th>
<th>10 ft</th>
<th>12 ft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16 ft</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 ft</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 ft</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These designs are valid with the following parameters:

- **Concrete strength:** 4800 psi (CEB & Barth and Wu model)
- **Vertical rebar size & spacing:** #9 and 10 in.
- **Horizontal rebar size & spacing:** #6 and 18 in.
Seal-rock/coal interface strength : 200 psi
Surrounding rock strength : Strong & Intermediate (Table 6.2, p. 84)
Two sets of rebars with 2.5 in. cover distance

Based on extensive modeling work it was found out that the reinforced concrete seal designs proposed in this dissertation can sustain a maximum strain value of 0.0012 (convergence).

Within certain limits, roof-to-floor convergence has a very positive influence on the ability of the RC seal to sustain higher explosion pressures. For example, a very small amount of convergence (0.073 in.) could actually increase the seal (6’x20’x24’’) capacity to almost 280 psi (Table 7.1, p. 114). The positive influence of convergence is only valid as long as the stresses induced in the seal due to the convergence loading are well within the compressive strength of the concrete material.

Complete knowledge of stress-strain behavior of the concrete is very much essential for the design of reinforced concrete seals. The CEB & Barth and Wu concrete model discussed in this dissertation appears to provide acceptable results with numerical simulations.

Optimal seal designs cannot completely avoid the development of tensile cracks in the concrete material. Simple tensile cracking that appears on the surface of the seal does not necessarily indicate the complete failure of the seal. In most instances these tensile cracks do not reach the inby face of the seal and extend only to the half thickness of the seal. The reinforced steel rebars embedded in the concrete close to the seal surface actually take care of the high tensile stresses and tensile cracking that may develop near the surface of the seal under the explosion loading.

Although the #7 or #8 vertical rebars can provide adequate design, #9 rebars are suggested for vertical bars because of the reason that larger diameter rebars offer more circumference area and hence provide higher grouting strength/pull-out strength per unit length of the rebar.

Entry height plays a greater role than entry width in the design of a RC seal.
The Strength of the surrounding rock has a significant influence on the stability of the seal. A weak surrounding rock deforms significantly under the rebar loading and could not provide sufficient anchorage for the seal, causing the concrete to fail extensively. To be on the conservative side, the RC seal designs provided in this dissertation are based on intermediate rock strength (Table 6.2, p. 84) and are not suitable for ‘weak’ rock conditions.

Explosion pressure applied using a pressure-time (p-t) curve having an instantaneous rise time produces comparatively more damage in the seal compared to a p-t curve with a 0.1 sec rise time; this influence is more significant when the peak explosion pressure is maintained for a longer durations.

Explosion pressures maintained for longer durations at peak values significantly influence the seal stability, more than any other parameter. Based on the modeling results it is believed that explosion pressures maintained for 1.5 to 2 sec duration can sufficiently represent the longer duration explosion loadings.

The results showed that the seal designs proposed in this dissertation can sustain multiple explosions without undergoing catastrophic failure, and showed some degree of elasticity in their design.

THOUGHTS FOR FUTURE WORK

An alternative full-scale physical testing of a RC seal for 120 psi explosion pressure would help better validate the numerical modeling results, and thus help better use of numerical tools for more reliable seal designs.

A correlation between the actual roof-to-floor convergence and the convergence (or stress level) on the RC seals for different surrounding rock types, would actually allow better design of RC seals for long-term.

Simulation of full rebar-rock grout interfaces in the models would provide better insight into the RC seal response to the explosion loading.
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APPENDIX I

Damage contours in seals for various entry dimensions.
Entry dimension: 4 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 10 in.

Entry dimension: 4 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 12 in.

Entry dimension: 4 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 14 in.
Entry dimension: 4 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 16 in.

Entry dimension: 4 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 12 in.

Entry dimension: 4 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 14 in.
Entry dimension: 4 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 16 in.

Entry dimension: 4 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 18 in.

Entry dimension: 4 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 20 in.
Entry dimension: 5 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 14 in.

Entry dimension: 5 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 16 in.
Entry dimension: 5 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 18 in.

Entry dimension: 5 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 20 in.
Entry dimension: 5 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 18 in.

Entry dimension: 5 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 20 in.
Entry dimension: 5 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 22 in.

Entry dimension: 5 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 24 in.
Entry dimension: 5 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 20 in.

Entry dimension: 5 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 22 in.
Entry dimension: 5 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 24 in.

Entry dimension: 6 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 20 in.
Entry dimension: 6 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 22 in.

Entry dimension: 6 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 24 in.
Entry dimension: 6 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 20 in.

Entry dimension: 6 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 22 in.
Entry dimension: 6 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 24 in.

Entry dimension: 6 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 26 in.
Entry dimension: 7 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 20 in.

Entry dimension: 7 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 22 in.
Entry dimension: 7 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 24 in.

Entry dimension: 7 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 26 in.
Entry dimension: 7 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 22 in.

Entry dimension: 7 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 24 in.
Entry dimension: 7 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 26 in.

Entry dimension: 7 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 28 in.
Entry dimension: 7 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 22 in.

Entry dimension: 7 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 24 in.
Entry dimension: 7 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 26 in.

Entry dimension: 7 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 28 in.
Entry dimension: 8 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 24 in.

Entry dimension: 8 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 26 in.
Entry dimension: 8 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 28 in.

Entry dimension: 8 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 30 in.
Entry dimension: 8 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 26 in.

Entry dimension: 8 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 28 in.
Entry dimension: 8 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 30 in.

Entry dimension: 8 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 32 in.
Entry dimension: 8 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 28 in.

Entry dimension: 8 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 30 in.
Entry dimension: 8 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 32 in.

Entry dimension: 8 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 34 in.
Entry dimension: 9 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 26 in.

Entry dimension: 9 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 28 in.
Entry dimension: 9 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 30 in.

Entry dimension: 9 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 32 in.
Entry dimension: 9 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 26 in.

Entry dimension: 9 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 30 in.
Entry dimension: 9 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 32 in.

Entry dimension: 9 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 34 in.
Entry dimension: 9 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 28 in.

Entry dimension: 9 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 30 in.
Entry dimension: 9 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 34 in.

Entry dimension: 9 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 36 in.
Entry dimension: 10 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 30 in.

Entry dimension: 10 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 32 in.
Entry dimension: 10 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 34 in.

Entry dimension: 10 ft x 16 ft, Seal thickness 36 in.
Entry dimension: 10 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 34 in.

Entry dimension: 10 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 36 in.
Entry dimension: 10 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 38 in.

Entry dimension: 10 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 40 in.
Entry dimension: 10 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 34 in.

Entry dimension: 10 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 36 in.
Entry dimension: 10 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 38 in.

Entry dimension: 10 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 40 in.
Entry dimension: 12 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 40 in.

Entry dimension: 12 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 42 in.
Entry dimension: 12 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 44 in.

Entry dimension: 12 ft x 20 ft, Seal thickness 48 in.
Entry dimension: 12 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 42 in.

Entry dimension: 12 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 44 in.
Entry dimension: 12 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 46 in.

Entry dimension: 12 ft x 24 ft, Seal thickness 48 in.
APPENDIX II

History of lateral displacements in the seals (Outby_M) for different entry dimensions
Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 4 ft x 16 ft

Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 4 ft x 20 ft
Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 4 ft x 24 ft

Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 5 ft x 16 ft
Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 5 ft x 20 ft

Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 5 ft x 24 ft
Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 6 ft x 16 ft

Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 6 ft x 24 ft
Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 7 ft x 16 ft

Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 7 ft x 20 ft
Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 7 ft x 24 ft

Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 8 ft x 16 ft
Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 8 ft x 20 ft

Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 8 ft x 24 ft
Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 9 ft x 16 ft

Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 9 ft x 20 ft
Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 9 ft x 24 ft

Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 10 ft x 16 ft
Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 10 ft x 20 ft

Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 10 ft x 24 ft
Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 12 ft x 20 ft

Lateral displacement history, entry dimension: 12 ft x 24 ft
APPENDIX III

Damage contours (vertical mid sections) and history of lateral displacements recorded in 6’x20’x24” seal for different levels of roof-to-floor convergence.
Convergence 0.0 in.

Convergence 0.0023 in.

Convergence 0.0047 in.
Convergence 0.0093 in.

Convergence 0.0140 in.

Convergence 0.0235 in.
Convergence 0.0345 in.

Convergence 0.0440 in.

Convergence 0.0528 in.
Convergence 0.0629 in.

Convergence 0.0728 in.

Convergence 0.0827 in.
Convergence 0.0929 in.

Convergence 0.1040 in.

Convergence 0.1825 in.
APPENDIX IV

Plot of the lateral displacements measured at the center of the seal on the outby side (Outby_M) vs. time and convergence for different entry dimensions
Entry height 4 ft, Lateral displacement vs. Time

Entry height 4 ft, Lateral displacement vs. Convergence
Entry height 5 ft, Lateral displacement vs. Time

Entry height 5 ft, Lateral displacement vs. Convergence
Entry height 7 ft, Lateral displacement vs. Time

Entry height 7 ft, Lateral displacement vs. Convergence
Entry height 8 ft, Lateral displacement vs. Time

Entry height 8 ft, Lateral displacement vs. Convergence
Entry height 9 ft, Lateral displacement vs. Time

Entry height 9 ft, Lateral displacement vs. Convergence
Entry height 10 ft, Lateral displacement vs. Time

Entry height 10 ft, Lateral displacement vs. Convergence
Entry height 12 ft, Lateral displacement vs. Time

Entry height 12 ft, Lateral displacement vs. Convergence